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CHAPTER 69-16

LAWS OF FLORIDA

required by this chapter, an additional delinquent fee of one
dollar ($1.00) shall be paid. The delinquent fee � be for
warded to the Department of Public Safety. Delinquent fees
collected in counties operating inspection stations pursuant to
section 325.27 shall be credited against the 40c re�t�e
required herein. All other delinquent fees shall be dep�sited m
the general revenue �d- �d . fee shall not be appli�able to
state agencies. Inspection �rtific�tes ma_y be ordered: only by
licensed safety equipment inspection stations !llld se�-mspe�rs
as may be duly appointed from the safety �specµon station.
Any order for inspection certificates placed m . person at. the
department of public safety �ust be accomp8111ed
by wntten
authorization upon forms funushed by the department from �e
station to which the certificates are to be JSSUed. If order is
placed by a person other than the person in whose name the
station is licensed, or if authorization is not presen�, the
certificates will be delivered in a manner. to � deterl?ined by
the department. Orders re�eived . by JlUl;1l � be filled and
delivered to the requesting inspection station m a manner to be
determined by the department. Licensed _inspection statio�s and
self-inspectors will, upon request, be furnished
forms req�ed to
be used by this part. All licensed stations are hereby reqwred to
keep an adequate supply of inspection certificates on hand at all
times.
Section 5. Section 325.32, Florida Statutes, is repealed.
Section 6. Section 325.28, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
325.28 Inspection stickers of other states and carri�rs certi�i
cated by the Interstate Commerce Commission �r Flonda_ Public
Service Commission.-Every law enforcement officer of th_is state
shall recognize any current official inspecti?n sticker �fixed to
any motor vehicle from another state. Vehicles. operatmg un�er
Certificate of the Interstate Commerce Comm1SS1on or Flonda
Public Service Commission subject to United States DeJ?artm�nt
of Transportation safety regulations are �xempt from displaying
. a Florida official inspection sticker; provided they have attached
or display valid certificate. number_ issued_ by the �te�tate Com
merce Commission or Flonda Public Semce CoDlllllSSlon.
Section 7. This act shall be effective immediately upon be
coming a law.
28
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CHAPTER 69-17

Approved by the Governor May 15, 1969.
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 15, 1969.
CHAPTER 69-17
House Bill No. 2
AN ACT relating to wire tapping and electronic surveillance;
prohibiting interception and disclosure of wire or oral com
munications or the manufacture, distribution or possession of
wire or oral communication intercepting devices by unautho
rized persons and prescribing criminal penalties and con
fiscation of equipment therefor; prohibiting use as evidence of
unauthorized intercepted wire or oral communications; provid
ing for authorization of interception, disclosure and use as
evidence of legally intercepted wire or oral communications;
establishing procedure for such interception; creating civil Ii·
ability and specifying damages for illegal use of wire tap or
electronic listening device; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. Legislative findings.··-On the basis of its own in
vestigations and of published studies, the legislature makes the
following findings:
(1) Wire communications are normally conducted through the
use of facilities which form part of an intrastate network. The
same facilities are used for interstate and intrastate communica
tions.

(2) In order to protect effectively the privacy of wire and
oral communications, to protect the integrity of court and
administrative proceedings, and to prevent the obstruction of
intrastate commerce, it is necessary for the legislature to define
the circumstances and conditions under which the interception
of wire and oral communications may be authorized, to prohibit
any unauthorized interception of such communications, and the
use of the contents thereof in evidence in courts and administra
tive proceedings.
(3) Organized criminals make extensive use of wire and oral
communications in their criminal activities. The interception of
such communications to obtain evide11ce of the commission of
crimes or to prevent �eir commission is an indispensable aid to

29
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LAWS OF FLORIDA

required by this chapter, an additional delinquent fee of one
dollar ($1.00) shall be paid. The delinquent fee shall be for
warded to the Department of Public Safety. Delinquent fees
collected in counties operating inspection stations purs�t to
section 325.27 shall be credited against the 40c re�ttan�e
required herein All other delinquent fees shall be depomted m
the general re�enue fund. Said fee shall not be applic_able to
state agencies. Inspection certificates may be ordered: only by
licensed safety equipment inspection stations �d se�-ms�rs
as may be duly appointed from the safety �specµon station.
Any order for inspection certificates placed m. person at_ the
department of public safety must be accompanied by wntten
authorization upon forms furnished by the department from �e
station to which the certificates are to be issued. If order 1&
placed by a person oth�r than t1?-e 1;)8lS0!1 in whose name the
station is licensed, or if authonzation 1S not presen�, the
certificates will be delivered in a manner to be determined by
the department. Orders received by mail will be filled and
delivered to the requesting inspection station in a manner to be
determined by the department. Licensed _inspection statio�s and
self-inspectors will, upon request, be �umished forms req�ed to
be used by this part. All licensed stations are hereby required to
keep an adequate supply of inspection certificates on hand at all
times.
Section 5. Section 325.32, Florida Statutes, is repealed.
Section 6. Section 325.28, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
325.28 Inspection stickers of other states and carri�rs ce�
cated by the Interstate Commerce Commission �r Flonda _ Public
Service Commission.-Every law enforcement offi�er of �1& state
shall recognize any current official inspecti�m sticker �fllted to
any motor vehicle from another state. Vehicles operatmg under
Certificate of the Interstate Commerce Commission or Florida
Public Service Commission subject to United States De�artm�nt
of Transportation safety regulations are �xempt from displaymg
a Florida official inspection sticker; provided they have attached
or display valid certificate number issued_ by the l�te�te Com
_
merce Commission or Florida Public Semce Conumss1on.
Section 7. This act shall be effective immediately upon be
coming a law.
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Approved by the Governor May 15, 1969.
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 15, 1969.
CHAPTER 69-17
House Bill No. 2
AN ACT relating to wire tapping and electronic surveillance;
prohibiting interception and disclosure of wire or oral com
munications or the manufacture, distribution or possession of
wire or oral communication intercepting devices by unautho
rized persons and prescribing criminal penalties and con
fiscation of equipment therefor; prohibiting use as evidence of
unauthorized intercepted wire or oral communications; provid
ing for authorization of interception, disclosure and use as
evidence of legally intercepted wire or oral communications;
establishing procedure for such interception; creating civil Ii·
ability and specifying damages for illegal use of wire tap or
electronic listening device; providing an effective date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Legislative findings.-·-On the basis of its own in•
vestigations and of published studies, the legislature makes the
following findings:
(1) Wire communications are normally conducted through the
use of facilities which form part of an intrastate network. The
same facilities are used for interstate and intrastate communica
tions.
(2) In order to protect effectively the privacy of wire and
oral communications, to protect the integrity of court and
administrative proceedings, and to prevent the obstruction of
intrastate commerce, it is necessary for the legislature to define
the circumstances and conditions under which the interception
of wire and oral communications may be authorized, to prohibit
any unauthorized interception of such communications, and the
use of the contents thereof in evidence in courts and administra
tive proceedings.
( 3) Organized criminals make extensive use of wire and oral
communications in their criminal activities. The interception of
auch communications to obtain evidence of the commission of
crimes or to prevent their commission is an indispensable aid to
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law enforcement and the administration of justice.
(4) To safeguard the privacy of innocent persons, the inter
ception of wire or oral communications where none of the
parties to the communication has consented to the interception
should be allowed only when authorized by a court of compe
tent jurisdiction and should remain under �he contr�l and super
vision of the authorizing court. Interception of wire and oral
communications should further be limited to certain major types
of offenses and specific categories of crime with assurance that
the interception is justified and that the information obtained
thereby will not be misused.
Section 2. Definitions.-As used in this chapter:
(1) "Wire communication" means any communication ma�e
in whole or in part through the use of facilities for the transm1&
sion of communications by the aid of wire, cable, or other like
connection between the point of origin and the point of recep
tion furnished or operated by any person engaged as a common
carrier in providing or operating such facilities for the transmis
sion of intrastate, interstate or foreign communications;
(2) ''Oral communication" means any oral communication
uttered by a person exhibiting an expectation that such _com
munication is not subject to interception under circumstances
justifying such expectation;
(3) "Intercept" means the aural acquisition of the contents of
any wire or oral communication through the use of any elec
tronic, mechanical, or other device;
( 4) "Electronic, mechanical, or other device" means any de
vice or apparatus which can be used to intercept a wire or oral
communication other than:
(a) Any telephone or telegraph inst:rument, equipment_ or fa
cility, or any component thereof furn1&hed to the subscnber
or
user by a communications common carrier in the ordinary
course of its business and being used by the subscriber or user in
the ordinary course of its business, or being used by a com
munications common carrier in the ord4lary course of its busi
ness, or by an investigative or law enforcement officer in the
ordinary course of his duties_;
(b) A hearing aid or similar device being used to correct
subnormal hearing to not better than normal;
· 30

(5) "Person" means any employee, or agent of the state or
political subdivision thereof, and any· individual, partnership '
assoc�tion, joint stock company, trust, or corporation;
(6) "Investigative or law enforcement officer" means any offi
cer of the state or political subdivision thereof who is empower
ed by law to conduct investigations of or to make arrests fol
offenses enumerated in this chapter and any attorney authorized
by law to prosecute or participate in the prosecution of such
offenses;
(7) "Contents," when used with respect to any wire or oral
communication, includes any information concerning the iden
tity of the parties U> such communication or the existence
'
substance, purport, or meaning of that communication;
(8) "Judge of competent jurisdiction" means justice of the
sup�eme court, judge of a district court of appeal, circuit judge,
or Judge of any court of record having felony jurisdiction of the
state ;

CHAPTER 69-17

CHAPTER 69-17

(9) "Aggrieved person" means a person who was a party to
any intercepted wire or oral communication or a person against
whom the interception was directed.
Section .3. Interception and disclosure of wire or oral com
munications prohibited.-(1) Except as otherwise specifically provided in this chapter
any person who:
(a) Willfully intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or procures
any other person to intercept or endeavor to intercept, any wire
or oral communication;
(b) Willfully uses, endeavors to use, or procures any other
person to use or endeavor to use, any electronic, mechanical or
other device to intercept any oral communication when:
1. Such device is affixed to, or otherwise transmits a signal
through, a wire, cable, or other like connection used in wire
comqiunication; or
2. Such device transmits communications by radio ' or inter
feres with the transmission of such communication;
(c) Willfully discloses, or endeavors to disclose, to any other
person the contents of any wire or oral communication,
31
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Section 6. Prohibition of use as evidence of intercepted wire
or oral communications.-Whenever any wire or oral communica
tion has been intercepted, no part of the contents of such
communication and no evidence derived therefrom may be re
ceived in evidence in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or
before any court, grand jury, department, officer, agency, regula
tory body, legislative committee, or other authority of the state,
or a political subdivision thereof, if the f;lisclosure of that
information would be in violation of this chapter.

derived therefrom may use such contents to the extent such use
ia appropriaU: to the proper performance of his official duties.

CHAPTER69-17

Section 7. Authorization for interception of wire or oral
communications.-The Governor or Attorney General or, any
state attorney or any county solicitor, having jurisdiction to
prosecute felonies in their respective jurisdictions, may authorize
an application to a judge of competent jurisdiction for, and such
judge may grant in conformity with this chapter, an order
authorizing or approving the interception of wire or oral com
munications by the Florida bureau of law enforcement, or any
law enforcement agency of this state or any political subdivision
thereof having responsibility for the investigation of the offense
as to which the application is made, when such interception may
provide or has provided evidence of the commission of the
offense of murder, kidnapping, gambling (when the same is of
an organized nature or carried on as a conspiracy in violation_ of
the laws of this state), robbery, burglary, grand larceny, prostitu
tion, criminal usury, abortion, bribery, extortion, or dE:aling in
narcotic drugs or other dangerous drugs, or any conspiracy to
commit any violation of the laws of this state relating to the
crimes specifically enumerated above.
Section 8. Authorization for disclosure and use of intercepted
wire or oral communications.(1) Any investigative or law enforcement officer who, by any
means authorized by this chapter, has obtained knowledge of
the contents of any wire or oral communication, or evidence
derived therefrom, may disclose such contents to another investi
gative or law enforcement officer to the extent that such dis
closure is appropriate to the proper performance of the official
duties of the officer making or receiving the disclosure.
(2) Any investigative or law enforcement officer who, by any
means authorized by this chapter, has obtained knowledge of
the contents of any wire or oral communication or evidence
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(3) Any person who has received, by any means authorized
_
_
by thlS . ch�pter, any . mformation concerning a wire or oral
commurucation, or evidence derived therefrom intercepted in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter may disclose the
contents of that communication or such derivative evidence
while �ving testimony under oath or affirmation in any criminal
_
proc�g m any <:,ourt o� the state or in any grand jury pro
ceedmg, if such testimony IS otherwise admissable.
(4) No otherwise privileged wire or oral communication inter
cepted in accordance with, or in violation of, the provisions of
this chapter shall lose its privileged character.
(5) When an investigative or law enforcement officer while
engaged in intercepting wire or oral communications 'in the
manner authorized herein, intercepts wire or oral communica
tions relating to offenses for which an order or authorization or
approval could have been secured pursuant to Section 7 of this
chapter, other than those specified in the order of authorization
or approval, the contents thereof, and evidence derived there
from, may be disclosed or used as provided in subsections
(1). and (2) of this section. Such contents and any evidence
denyed therefrom �Y be used under subsection (3) of this
se�o!1 �hen authonzed . or .approved by a judge of competent
jurisdiction where such Judge finds on subsequent application
that the contents were otherwise intercepted in accordance with
be made as
the provisions of this chapter. Such application
100n as practicable.

shall

· Section 9. Procedure for interception of wire or oral com
munications.(1) Each �pplication. for an order authorizing or approving
the �terception of a wire or oral communication shall be made
� .wi:iti�g upon oath or affirmation_ to a judge of competent
Jurisdiction and shall state the applicant's authority to make
such application. Each · application shall include the following
information:
(a) The identity of the investigative or law enforcement offi
cer making the application, and the officer authorizing the
application;
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THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES' COMMITTEE
ON
CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Quillian s. Yancey, Chairman
• ,; J'im K. Tillman, Vice-Chairman
The fifth meeting of the House of Representatives' Committee
on crime and Law Enforcement began at 3:00 p.m., February 3, 1969,
Room 282, Holland Building, Tallahassee, Florida.

The meeting was

called to order by the Chairman, Representative Quillian
and the roll was taken by the secretary.

Yancey,

Members of the committee

present were:
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative

s.

Ed Blackburn, Jr.
R. Earl Dixon
Henton D. Elmore
George Firestone
Jeff D. Gautier
William L. Gibson
Gerald Lewis
Joseph M. Martinez, Jr.
Jim K. Tillman
Tom Tobiassen
c. Lavon ward
Roger west
Lew Whitworth
Roger H. Wilson
Quillian s. Yancey

The Chairman opened the meeting by explaining the manual which
has been prepared by the staff.

These books are not complete, but

will have new material added from time to time.

They are to be the

property of the Committee on Crime and Law Enforcement (present and
future committees), and therefore, should be left with the secretary.
Here the following bills were considered:
HOUSE BILL 2 1 (WIRE TAPPING)

House Bill 2 was introduced by Representative Jeff D. Gautier.
This bill was drafted by Mr. Ed Miller of the Florida Bureau of Law
Enforcement, in accordance with the Federal wire tapping bill which
� ...-pas·sed Congress during the last session.
Mr. Edward L. Stanton, of Dade County, was in attendance and,
spoke in favor of the bill, pointing out that there should be a
section which allows for the ingress and egress of the equipment to
be used.
Mr. Miller briefly explained the details of the bill.

It is

largely a verbatim copy of Title Three of the Omnibus crime and
Control Act which was signed into law by the President of the United
States last July.
Mr. Miller and Mr. Johnston (Committee Counsel) have prepared
several amendments which will be incorporated in the final drafting
of the bill.
Mr. Jack Madigan, Tallahassee attorney, related that this bill
was considered at a recent conference of Sheriff's held in the city
of Jacksonville.

They unarniously endorsed the necessity for some

type legislation to authorize electronic surveillance under certain
guarded circumstances.

Mr. George R. Georgie££ and Judge Reeves Bowen (both from the
Attorney General's Office) spoke briefly to the committee concerning
the passage of this bill.

Mr. Georgie££ pointed out several parts

which ne considered to be worthy of special thought or possible
stressing, while Judge Bowen expressed his desire for a less complex,
less wordy bill.
Representative Tillman asked that the committee consider every
aspect of the bill.

It was his opinion (as well as others on the

committee) that a less complicated bill is needed, one with less
verbage: one that would unshackle law enforcement.
�� '

Mr. Johnston stated that since Florida Statutes prohibit wire -

tapping of any kind in the State of Florida at this time, anything
that this bill might do is a step toward unshackling the law enforce
ment authorities.

Perhaps it is complicated, and might require

certain restrictions, but it will permit wire tapping by a properly
authorized person.
It was moved and carried unanimously to defer this bill to the
sub-committee for re-work and further study, to be taken up again at
the meeting on March 3, 1969.
HOUSE BILL 46, (DIVISION OF YOUTH SERVICES)

House Bill 46 was introduced by Representative Jeff D. Gautier
and Representative George Firestone.
Mr.

o.

J. Keller, Director of the Division of Youth Services,

was present to speak for the bill.

He stated that another bill (HB 217)

had been filed by Representative Gautier which was a much broader,
more inclusive bill, but he requested that the committee consider
this bill (HB 46) as a back-up measure, in case the large codification
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

The seventh meeting of the House of Representatives'
Committee on Crime and Law Enforcement began at 3:00 p.m.,
Monday, March 3, 1969, Room 268, Holland Building,
Tallahassee, Florida.

The meeting was called to order by

the Chairman, Representative Quillian
roll was taken by the secretary.

s.

Yancey, and the

Members of the Committee

present were:
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Absent

Ed Blackburn, Jr.
Henton D. Elmore, Jr.
George Firestone
Jeff D. Gautier
William L. Gibson
Gerald Lewis
Joseph M. Martinez, Jr.
Jim K. Tillman
Torn Tobiassen
c. Lavon ward
Roger west
Lew Whitworth
Roger H. Wilson
Quillian s. Yancey

W?l,S:

Representative R. Earl Dixon

Here the following bills were considered:
HOUSE BILL 227,

(REWARDS FOR INFORMATI ON/ARMED ROBBERY)

House Bill 227, introduced by Representative Ted Alvarez, was
postponed until the next meeting at his request.
HOUSE BILL 57, (GUN CONTROL)
House Bill 57 was introduced by Representative Jeff D. Gautier,
who in explaining the bill, stated that after eliminating certain
sections (which he proposed to do through an amendment) the bill
would be an updating of the old law which had not been changed since
1901.
Representative Gautier proposed the following amendment:
Strike Sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 17.

The amendment was adopted.

Representative Jim K. Tillman proposed the following amendment:
Section 10, page 14, line 11, strike:

Florida Game and Fresh

Water Fish Commission and insert the following:
council."

"Police Standards

The amendment was adopted.

Representatives Firestone and Gautier proposed the following
amendment:
Section 2, page 7, line 6, add (5) "Nothing herein contained
shall relate to persons licensed and regulated as defined in Chapter 493,
Florida Statutes when acting in the performance of duties as provided
in said statutes."

The amendment was adopted.

Representative Ed Blackburn, Jr. proposed the following
amendment:
Section 9, page 11, line 21, strike "while" and insert the
following:

11

for. 11

The amendment was adopted.

Representative Joseph M. Martinez, Jr. proposed the following
amendment:
.Section 1, page 4, line 23, strike:
and renumber the following paragraphs.

entire paragraph seven {7)
The amendment was adopted.

Another amendment proposed by Representative Martinez:
Section 24, page 30, line 4, strike:

"provided, that said

firearms are carried to and from such activities securely encased and
unloaded •

11

The amendment was adopted.

After discussion on the bill by members of the committee, Mr.
Thomas Rudge of the Brevard County Sheriff's Department, Mr. Ed
�-cowart of the Attorney General's Office and others, the following
amendment was proposed by Representatives Martinez and.West:
Page 3, line 7, strike the enacting clause.

The amendment was

adopted.
HOUSE BILL 2 (WIRE TAP AND ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE)
House Bill 2 was introduced by Representative Jeff D. Gautier
who proposed the following four amendments:
1.

Section 2, page 4, line 21, strike:

jurisdiction," and insert the following:
2.

"general criminal

"record."

Section 7, page 8, line 30, strike"

Commissioner of the

Florida Bureau of Law Enforcement" and insert the following: "Governor,
the Attorney General or.
3.

11

Section 9, page 15, line 10, strike:

"Commissioner of the

Florida Bureau of Law Enforcement" and insert the following: "Governor,
the Attorney General or any."
4.

Section 9, page 15, line 15, after the words "threatening

the" insert the following:

"national or state."

All four amendments were adopted.
Representative Martinez proposed the following amendment:
Section 6, page 9, line 21, strike:
this state" and insert the following:

"violation of the laws of

"of the foregoing offenses."

The amendment was adopted.
After discussion on the bill by the committee and comments by
Mr. Ed Miller of the Florida Bureau of Law Enforcement, the bill was
reported favorably.
At this time, Representative Torn Tobiassen moved that the
committee reconsider the vote on the amendment striking the enacting
�·clause of House Bill 57.

The motion was adopted.

Law enforcement officers from Brevard County, Arnold B. Siems
and Thomas Rudge, spoke before the committee and urged the passage
of this bill.
Upon Representative George Firestone's motion, the committee
referred House Bill 57 to a sub-committee.

Representative Quillian

Yancey, Chairman, appointed the following as members of the sub
committee on weapons and firearms:
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative
Representative

George Firestone, Sub-Committee Chairman
Ed Blackburn, Jr.
Jim K. Tillman
Torn Tobiassen
c. Lavon Ward

The sub-committee will meet on Sunday, March 16, at 2:00 p.rn.,
in the committee room, room 291 of the Holland Building.
Due to the lateness of the hour, the seven bills pertaining to
bail were postponed until the March 17 meeting.
The committee rose at 6:05 p.rn.
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House of Representatives

ORGANIZATION SESSION
and

FIRST REGULAR SESSION
of the

FIRST LEGISLATURE
[under the Constitution as Revised in 1968)

NOVEMBER 12, 1968
and

APRIL 8, 1969, through JUNE 6, 1969
[Including a record of rransmittal of Acts ro the Governor subsequent to sine die adjournment)

"7

CONSIDERATION OF THE SPECIAL ORDER

HB 2-A bill to be entitled An act relating to wire tapping
; prohibiting interception and dis
and electronic surveillance
tions or the manufacture,
closure of wire or oral communica
or oral communication inter
distribution or possession of wire persons and
prescribing crim
cepting devices by unauthorized
n of equipment therefor; pro
inal penalties and confiscatio
ed
intercepted wire or
hibiting use as evidence of unauthoriz
for authorization of inter
oral communications; providing
evidence of legally intercepted
ception disclosure and use as
; establishing procedure for such
wire oi oral communications
and specifying damages for
interception; creating civil liability
device; providing
illegal use of wire tap or electronic listening
an effective date.
-was taken up and read the second time by title.

The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
following amendment:

In Section 2, on page 4, line 21, strike "general criminal
jurisdiction" and insert the following: record

Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.
The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
foilowing amendment:

In Section 7, on page 8, line 30, strike "Commissioner of the
Florida Bureau of Law Enforcement" and insert the following:
Governor or Attorney General or

Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.

The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
foilowing amendment:

In Section 9, on page 15, line 10, strike "Commissioner of
the Florida Bureau of Law Enforcement" and insert the
following: Governor, the Attorney General or any
Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.

The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
following amendment:

In Section 9, on page 15, line 15, after the words "threat
ening the" insert the following: national or state
Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.

The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
following amendment:

In Section 6, on pa�e 9, lines 21 and 22, strike "violation of
th';! laws of this state ' and insert the following: of the fore
going offenses.
Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.

Representativ es D'Alemberte Middlemas Wilson and Fortune
'
'
offered the following amendm�nt:

In Section 9, on page 15, strike lines 7 through 31 and on
page 1�, strike lines 1 through 8 and renumber subsequent
subsections.
�r. D'Alemberte moved the adoption of the amendment
which was adopted. The vote was:

,.

Yeas-68

Andrews
Baker
Baumgartner
Bird
Bothwell
Brantley
Caldwell
Chapman
Clark, David
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Clark, Dick
Crabtree
D'Alemberte
Danahy
Dubbin
Featherstone
Firestone
Fleece
Fortune

Fulford
Gallen
Glisson
Graham
Harris
Hodes
Holloway
Jordan
Kershaw

King
Lewis
MacKay
Martinez, E. L.
Martinez, J. M.
Matthews
McNulty
Melvin
Middlemas

Mixson
Nichols
Ogden
Pettigrew
Powell
Pratt
Prominski
Randell

Redman
Reeves
Register
Renick
Roberts
Robinson
Rowell
Ryals

Sackett
Savage
Sessums
Smith
Spicola
Stafford
Stevens
Sweeny

Turlington
Walker
Ware
West
Whitson
Whitworth
Wilson
Wolfson

Alvarez
Arnold
Bassett
Bevis
Blackburn
Brannen
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Crider
Culbreath
Davis
Dixson

Earle
Elmore
Gautier
Gibson
Gillespie
Gorman
Grizzle
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath
Hess
James

Lancaster
Lindsey
Miers
Moudry
Nease
Nergard
Poorbaugh
Reed
Reedy
Shaw
Singleton
Tillman, J. K.

Tillman, R. J.
Tobiassen
Tucker
Tyre
Tyrrell
Ward
Westberry
Wood
Woodward
Yancey

Nays-46

Representatives Middlemas, D'Alemberte, and Wilson offered
the following amendment:

In Section 9, on page 17, line 13, after the word "after"
strike remainder of line ·13, line 14, and through the word "or"
on line 15.
Mr. D'Alemberte moved the adoption of the amendment
which was adopted.

R �presentative King offered the following amendment: In
Section 10, on page 20, strike all of lines 11 through 14.
Mr. King moved the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereof-

Representatives Gautier, Wilson, and Fortune offered the
following substitute amendment:

In Section 10, on page 20, line 11, strike all after the word
"order" and all of line 12.

Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the substitute amendment
which was adopted. The vote was:
Yeas-71

Alvarez
Arnold
Baker
Bassett
Baumgartner
Blackburn
Brannen
Brantley
Clark, David
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Craig
Crider
Culbreath
Davis
Dubbin
Earle
Elmore
Nays--38

Bevis
Bird
Bothwell
Caldwell
Chatman
Clar , Dick
Crabtree
D'Alemberte
Danahy
Dixson

Firestone
Fortune
Fulford
Gautier
Gillespie
Glisson
Graham
Grizzle
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath
Holloway
James
Jordan
Kershaw
Lancaster
MacKay
Matthews

Melvin
Miers
Mixson
Nease
Nergard
Ogden
Petti rew
Poor 6 augh
Register
Renick
Roberts
Sackett
Savage
Sessums
Singleton
Smith
Stafford
Tillman, J. K.

Tillman, R. J.
Tobiassen
Tucker
Turlington
Tyrrell
Walker
Ward
Ware
West
Westberry
Whitson
Whitworth
Wilson
Wolfson
Wood
Woodward
Yancey

Featherstone
Gallen
Gibson
Gorman
Hodes
King
Lewis
Lindsey
Martinez, E. L.
Martinez, J. M.

McNulty
Middlemas
Moudry
Powell
Pratt
Prominski
Randell
Redman
Reed
Reeves

Robinson
Rowell
Ryals
Shaw
Spicola
Stevens
Sweeny
Tyre

Representative Reedy was recorded as voting Nay.
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Representative Lewis offered the following amendment:
In Section 7, on page 8, line 31, strike "any state attorney or
any county solicitor"
Mr. Lewis moved the adoption of the amendment.
Whitson

offered

the

following

substitute

In Section 7, on page 9, line 1, after the word "solicitor,"
insert the words "having jurisdiction to prosecute felonies"
Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the substitute amend·
ment which was adopted.
Representative Register offered the following amendment:
In Section 7, on page 9, line 17, after the words "dangerous
drugs" strike the remainder of the section and insert the fol·
lowm�: or any conspiracy to commit any violation of the laws
of this • state relating to the crimes specifically enumerated
above.
Mr. Register moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.
Representative Pratt offered the following amendment:
In Section 2, on page 4, line 20, strike the comma and the
remainder of the sentence and insert a period.
Mr. Pratt moved the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereofRepresentatives Ware and Whitson offered the following sub·
stitute amendment:
In Section 21 on �age 4, line 21, after the word "record",
insert "having relony '
Mr. Ware moved the adoption of the substitute amendment
which was adopted.
Representative Middlemas offered the following amendment:
In Section 8, on page 10, line 23, strike entire subsection 5
Mr. Middlemas moved the adoption of the amendment which
failed of adoption. The vote was:
Yeas-24
Bird
Brantley
Caldwell
D'Alemberte
Featherstone
Fulford

Gallen
Graham
Harris
Holloway
King
Lewis

Lindsey
Rowell
MacKay
Ryals
Martinez, E. L. Spicola
Middlemas
Stafford
Pettigrew
Stevens
Pratt
Wilson

Earle
Elmore
Fleece
Fortune
Gautier
Gibson
Glisson
Gorman
Grizzle
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath
Hess
Hodes
James
Jordan
Kershaw
Lancaster
Melvin
Miers
Mixson

Nease
Nergard
Nichols
Ogden
Poorbaugh
Powell
Prominski
Randell
Redman
Reed
Reeves
Register
Renick
Roberts
Robinson
Sackett
Savage
Sessums
Shaw
Smith
Sweeny

Nays-81
Alvarez
Andrews
Arnold
Baker
Bassett
Baumgartner
Bevis
Blackburn
Bothwell
Brannen
Chapman
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Crabtree
Craig
Crider
Culbreath
Danahy
Davis
Dixon
Dubbin

Representative West offered the following amendment:
In Section 4, on pages 7 and 8, line 3, strike all of section 4.
Mr. West moved the adoption of the amendment which failed
of adoption. The vote was:
Yeas-36

Pending consideration thereofRepresentative
amendment:
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Tillman, J. K.
Tillman, R. J.
Tobiassen
Tucker
Turlington
Tyre
Tyrrell
Walker
Ward
Ware
West
Westberry
Whitson
Whitworth
Wolfson
Wood
Woodward
Yancey

Bird
Culbreath
Davis
Earle
Featherstone
Fulford
Gallen
Grizzle
Gustafson

Harris
Heath
Holloway
King
Lewis
MacKay
Martinez, E. L.
Martinez, J. M.
Nease

Nichols
Powell
Pratt
Prominski
Reeves
Robinson
Rowell
Savage
Sessums

Stafford
Stevens
Sweeny
Tillman, R. J.
Ware
West
Whitson
Wilson
Wood

Danahy
Dixon
Dubbin
Elmore
Firestone
Fleece
Fortune
Gautier
Gibson
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Hector
Hodes
James
Jordan
Kershaw
Lancaster

Lindsey
Matthews
McNulty
Melvin
Middlemas
Miers
Mixson
Nergard
Ogden
Pettigrew
Poorbaugh
Randell
Redman
Reed
Reedy
Register
Renick
Roberts

Ryals
Sackett
Smith
Spicola
Tillman, J. K.
Tobiassen
Tucker
Turlington
Tyre
Tyrrell
Walker
Ward
Westberry
Whitworth
Wolfson
Woodward
Yancey

""

Nays-71
Alvarez
Andrews
Arnold
Baker
Bassett
Baumgartner
Bevis
Blackburn
Bothwell
Brantley
Caldwell
Chapman
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Craig
Crider
D'Alemberte

Representative Crabtree was recorded as voting Nay.
Representative Pratt offered the following amendment:
In Section 9, on page 13, line 7, strike ", or is about to
commit"
Mr. Pratt moved the adoption of the amendment.
On motion by Mr. Fleece, the amendment was laid on the
table.
Representative West offered the following amendment:
In Section 9, on page 12, line 16, strike "authorizing and"
Mr. West moved the adoption of the amendment which failed
of adoption.
Representatives Graham and Gautier offered the following
amendment:
In Section 8, on page 10, line 27, after the word "offenses"
add: for which an order of authorization or approval could
have been secured pursuant to Section 7 of this chapter,
Mr. Graham moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted. The vote was:
Yeas-65
Andrews
Arnold
Bassett
Baumgartner
Bird
Brannen
Brantley
Caldwell
Chapman
Clark, David
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Craig
Culbreath
D'Alemberte
Dubbin

Elmore
Featherstone
Firestone
Fleece
Fortune
Fulford
Gallen
Gautier
Gibson
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Hartnett
Holloway
Jordan
Kershaw
King

Lancaster
Spicola
Lewis
Stafford
Lindsey
Stevens
MacKay
Sweeny
Martinez, E. L. Tillman, R. J.
Matthews
Tobiassen
Melvin
Tyrrell
Middlemas
Ware
Miers
West
Mixson
Westberry
Pettigrew
Whitworth
Pratt
Wilson
Randell
Woodward
Register
Yancey
Renick
Ryals
Smith
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Nays---36
Alvarez
Baker
Bevis
Blackburn
Bothwell
Crider
Davis
Dixon
Earle

Gustafson
Heath
Hess
James
Moudry
Nease
Nergard
Nichols
Ogden

Poorbaugh
Powell
Prominski
Redman
Reed
Roberts
Robinson
Savage
Sessums

Shaw
Singleton
Tucker
Turlington
Tyre
Walker
Ward
Wolfson
Wood

Representative Crabtree was recorded as voting Yea, and Rep
resentative Bevis changed his vote from Nay to Yea.
Representative King offered the following amendment:
In Section 9 (8)(d), on pages 17 and 18, strike all of subsections (d) 1., 2., and 3.
Mr. King moved the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereof, Mr. King withdrew the amend
ment.
Representative Crabtree offered the following amendment:
In Section 11 on page 20, strike lines 15 and 16 and insert
the following: Section 11. If any provision of this act is held to
be invalid for any purpose, such holding shall not operate to
effect the remaining provisions of the act.
Section 12. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
Mr. Crabtree moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted.
Representative King offered the following amendment:

Fleece
Fortune
Fulford
Gallen
Gautier
Gibson
Gillespie
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Gustafson
Heath
Hector
Hess
Hodes
Holloway
James
Bird
Bothwell
Crider
D'Alemberte
Davis
Earle

Speaker
Alvarez
Andrews
Arnold
Baker
Bassett
Baumgartner

Bevis

Nays-22

Representatives Fleece, Whitson, and Dubbin offered the
following substitute amendment:
In Section 4, on page 7, line 18, after "surreptitious" insert
the following: third party

Representative King offered the following amendment to the
substitute amendment:
In Section 4, on age 7, lines 20, 21, and 22 strike "ten
thousand dollars ($1 8,000.00) or im,;>risoned in the state peni
tentiary not more than five (5) years, ' and insert the following:
four hundred dollars (400.00) or imprisonment for not more
than 120 days,

Mr. King moved the adoption of the amendment to the
substitute amendment.
Mr. Reed moved the previous question on the passage of HB
2 and all pending amendments, which was agreed to.
Pending consideration of the amendment to the substitute
amendmentOn motion by Mr. Gautier, the rules were waived and HB 2 ,
,. as amended, was read the third time by title. The vote was:
Yeas- 89
Mr. Speaker
Alv arez
Andrew s
Arnol d
Baker
Bassett

Baumgartner
Bevis
Blackburn
Brannen
Brantley
Caldwell

Chapman
Clark, David
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Crabtree

Craig
Danahy
Dixon
Dubbin
Elmore
Firestone

Featherstone
Grizzle
King
Lewis
Martinez, E. L.
Middlemas

Stafford
Tillman, R. J.
West
Whitson
Wood

Pratt
Prominski
Reed
Robinson
Savage
Spicola

Yeas-93

Mr.

Pending consideration thereof-

Pending consideration thereof-

Sweeny
Tillman, J. K.
Tobiassen
Tucker
Turlington
Tyre
Tyrrell
Walker
Ward
Ware
Westberry
Whitworth
Wilson
Wolfson
Woodward
Yancey

The question recurred on the passage of HB 2. The vote was:

Mr. Fleece moved the adoption of the substitute amendment.

Mr. King moved the adoption of the amendment.

Jordan
Pettigrew
Kershaw
Powell
Lancaster
Randell
Lindsey
Redman
MacKay
Reedy
Martinez, J. M. Reeves
Matthews
Register
McNulty
Renick
Melvin
Roberts
Miers
Rowell
Mixson
Ryals
Moudry
Sackett
Nease
Sessums
Nergard
Sin11:leton
Nichols
Smith
Ogden
Stevens

Nays-23

Bird
Blackburn
Bothwell
Brannen
Brantley
Caldwell
Cha man
Clar� , David
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Crabtree
Craig
Danahy
Dixon
Dubbin

In Section 4, on pa_ge 7, line 20, strike "ten thousand dollars
($10,000.00) or imprisoned in the state penitentiary not more
than five (5) years," and insert the following: five hundred
dollars ($500.00) or imprisoned for not more than six months,
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Crider
D'Alemberte
Davis
Earle
Featherstone
Fortune

Elmore
Firestone
Fleece
Fulford
Gautier
Gibson
Gillespie
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath
Hector
Hess
Hodes
James
Jordan
Kershaw
Lancaster
Lindsey
MacKay
Martinez, E. L.

Martinez, J. M. Sackett
Sessums
Matthews
Shaw
McNulty
Sin11:leton
Melvin
Smith
Miers
Sweeny
Mixson
Tillman, J. K.
Moudry
Tillman, R. J.
Nease
Tobiassen
Nergard
Tucker
Nichols
Turlington
Ogden
Tyre
Pettigrew
Tyrrell
Powell
Prominski
Walker
Ward
Randell
Ware
Redman
Reed
Westberry
Reedy
Whitson
Reeves
Whitworth
Wilson
Register
Renick
Wolfson
Roberts
Woodward
Ryals
Yancey

Gallen
Grizzle
Harris
Holloway
King
Lewis

Middlemas
Pratt
Robinson
Rowell
Savage

Spicola
Stafford
Stevens
West
Wood

Representatives Culbreath and Poorbaugh were recorded as
voting Yea, and Representative Crider changed his vote from
Nay to Yea.
So the bill passed, as amended.

Mr. Whitson moved that the House reconsider the vote by
which HB 2 passed and left the motion pending.
Presentation of Congressman Gibbons
Mr. Sessums presented Congressman Sam M. Gibbons of the
Sixth District, a former member of the House of Representa
tives and Senate. The Speaker invited Congressman Gibbons to
the rostrum, where he extended greetings.
HB 89 was taken up, together with:
CS for HB 89-A bill to be entitled An act adopting the
uniform anatomical gift law; authorizing the gift of all or part
of a human bodv after death for specified purposes; repealing
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Craig
Crider
Culbreath
D'Alemberte
Danahy
Davis
Dixon
Dubbin
Earle
Featherstone
Firestone
Fleece
Fortune
Gautier
Gibson
Gillespie
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath ..
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Nichols
Hector
Ogden
Hess
Poorbaugh
Hodes
Powell
Holloway
Pratt
James
Redman
Jordan
Reed
Kershaw
Reeves
King
Register
Lancaster
Renick
Lewis
Roberts
Lindsey
Robinson
MacKay
Martinez, J. M. Rowell
Rude
Matthews
Ryals
McNulty
Sackett
Melvin
Savage
Middlemas
Sessums
Miers
Shaw
Mixson
Sin'-1eton
Moudry
Smith
Nease
Spicola
Nergard

Stevens
Sweeny
Tillman, J. K.
Tillman, R. J.
Tobiassen
Tucker
Turlington
Tyre
Tyrrell
Walker
Ward
Ware
West
Westberry
Whitson
Whitworth
Wilson
Wolfson
Wood
Woodward
Yancey

Naya-1,:
Gallen
Representatives Fulford, Harris, Randell, and Reedy were re-i
corded as voting Yea.
So the bill passed, as amended, and was ordered engrossed •._
On motion bl', Mr. Reed, HB 512 was withdrawn from the
Committee on Retirement & Personnel and from further con•·
sideration�

Excused
Representative Elmore waa excused from attending the re
mainder of the session today.
Report from the Committee on Appropriatiorus
Mr.. Turlington, Chairman of the Committee on Appropria
tions, was recoJnized to discuss a preliminary d raft of the
General App!opnations Bill, copies of which were distributed to
Members. Mr. Turlington said it was the intention of the
Speaker and of the Committee that the bill be taken UJ? in the
House on Tuesday, April 22. He invited prior consultation and
preparation by Members having either questions or amend·
ments.

HB 6-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida

bureau of law enforcement; amending subsection 23.086(5)(b),
Florida Statutes, to provide for the service of arrest warrants,
capias or other court process; granting subpoena duces tecum
authority; providing an effective date.
-was taken up and read the second time by title.
The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
following amendment:

In Section 1, on paJe 1, line 27, strike "books, letters, or
other documentary evidence" and insert the following: tele
phone records, wire service records, or any records pertaining to
telephone service or wire service under the jurisdiction of the
Florida Public Service Commission
Mr. J. M. Martinez moved the adoption of the amendment.
Pending consideration thereofRepresentative Pratt offered the following substitute amend·
ment:
In Section 1, on page 1, lines 25 through 29, strike "The
bureau may compel by subpoena duces tecum signed by the
commissioner the production of any books, letters, or other
documentary evidence it may desire to examine in reference to
any matter being properly investigated by the bureau."
Mr. Pratt moved the adoption of the substitute amendment.
Pending consideration thereof-

61:

. Representatives Wolfson and Gautier offered the following
amendment to the substitute amendment:
In Section 1, on page 1, lines 27 and 28, strike "books,
letters, or other documentary evidence" and insert the fol·
lowing: telephone records, wire service records, or any records
pertaining to telephone service or wire service under the juris•
diction of the Florida Public Service Commission.
Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment to the
substitute amendment, which was adopted.
The question recurred on the adoption of the substitute
amendment, as amended, which was adopted.
On motion by Mr. J. M. Martinez, the rules were waived and
HB 6, as amended, was read the third time by title. On passage;:
the vote was:
Yeas-97
Mr. Speaker
Alvarez
Andrews,,
Arnold
Baker
Bassett
Baumgartner
Bevis
Blackburn·
Bothwell
Brannen
Caldwell
Clark, David
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Craig
Crider
Culbreath
D'Alemberte
Danahy
Davis
Dixon
Dubbin
Earle

Featherstone
Firestone
Fleece.
Fortune
Fulford'
Gautier.
Gibson
Gillespie
Glisson.
Gorman
Graham
Gustafson,
Hartnett
Heath
Hector
Hess
Hodes
Holloway·
James
Jordan
Kershaw
King
Lancaster
Lewis
Lindsey

.
MacKay_ .
Martinez, J. M.
Matthews
McNulty
Melvin
Miers
Mixson
Moudry
Nease
Nergard
Ogden
Poorbaugh Redman
Reed
Reedy
Reeves
Register
Renick
Roberts
Robinson.
Rowell
Rude
Ryals
Sackett
Savage

Powell
Pratt
Shaw

Tucker
Tyre
Whitworth

Sessuma
SinJleton
Smith � ·
Spicola
Stevens
.
Sweeny
Tillman, J. K.
Tillman, R.· J,:
Tobiassen ·
Turlington

Tvrrelf

Walker
,Ward
Ware
West
Westberry
Whitson
Wilson . ,
Wolfson
Wood
Woodward
Yancey

,._.,.

Nays-9
Gallen
Middlemas
Nichols

Representative Harris was recorded as voting Yea.
So the bill passed, as amended, and ·was ordered engrossed.
On motion by Mr. Whitson, the rules were waived and the
House reverted to the order ofMATTERS ON RECONSIDERATION

HB 2-A bill to be entitled An act relating to wire ta_pping
and electronic surveillance; prohibiting interception and disclt>· .
sure of wire or oral communications or the manufacture, ,
distribution or possession of wire or oral communication inter
ceptinJ devices by unauthorized persons and prescribing criminal
penalties and confiscation of equipment tlierefor; prohibiting
use as evidence of unauthorized intercepted wire or oral
communications; providing for authorization of interception.
disclosure and use as evidence of legally intercepted wire or oral
communications; establishing procedure for such interception_;
creating civil liability and specifying damages for illegal use or
wire tap or electronic listening device; providing an effective
date.
-was taken up, pending on motion by Mr. Whitson to recon•
sider the vote by which the bill passed, as amended.
The question recurred on the motion to reconsider, which
was agreed to, and HB 2 was placed on third reading.
Representative Whitson offered the following amendment:

In Section 2, on pa!fe 4, line 21, after the word "felony"
insert the following: Jurisdiction
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The question recurred on the passage of HB 2, as further
amended. The vote was:

Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.

Yeas--96

Representative Whitson offered the following amendment:

Mr. Speaker
Alvarez
Andrews
Arnold
Baker
Bassett
Baumgartner
Blackburn
Bothwell
Brannen
Brantley
Caldwell
Chapman
Clark, David
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Crabtree
Craig
Crider
Culbreath
Danahy
Davis
Dixon

In Section 3, on page 6, line 31, after the word "criminal"
strike the remainder of the sentence and insert the following:
act.
Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.
Representatives Savage, Whitson, and West offered the fol
lowing amendment:
In Section 4, on page 7, line 16, strike "knowing or having
reason to know that the design of such device renders it
primarily useful for the PUl"{>OSe of the surreptitious intercep
tion of wire or oral communications;" and insert the following:
with the intention of rendering it primarily useful for the
purpose of the illegal interception of wire or oral communica
tions as specifically defined by this act;
Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.
Representative Whitson offered the following amendment:
In Section 4, on page 8, line 1, after the word "with," insert
the followinJ: or bidding upon contracts with, or in the course
of doing business with

D'Alemberte
Featherstone
Gallen

Representative King offered the following amendment:

On motion by Mr. Gautier, the amendment was laid on the
table. The vote was:

Nays-44

Bassett
Fortune
Bothwell
Gallen
Brantley
--Gorman
Caldwell
Grizzle
Chapman
Harris
Clark, David
Holloway
Crabtree
Jordan
D'Alemberte
Kiili{
Danahy
Lewis
Davis
Lindsey
Featherstone
MacKay
Representatives Savage,
following amendment:

CONTINUATION OF CONSIDERATION
OF THE SPECIAL ORDER
HB 289-A bill to be entitled An act relating to narcotic
drugs; adding section 398.031, F. S.; to frovide tbat a person,
not previously convicted of a violation o chapters 398 or 404,
F_ S., if convicted of a rirst offense of possession of not more
than four (4) grams of any part of the plant cannabis aativa
shaD be punished by impnsonment for not less than ten (10)
days nor more than one U) year in the county jail or by fine
of $1,000 or by both fine and imprisonment; providing an
effective date.

Sackett
Hess
Hodes
Savage
James
Singleton
Martinez, J. M. Tillman, J. K.
McNulty
Tobiassen
Miers
Tucker
Nease
Walker
Westberry
Poorbaugh
Whitson
Reeves
Register
Woodward
Renick
Yancey
Roberts
Rude
Matthews
Melvin
Middlemas
Moudry
Nergard
Nichols
Powell
Pratt
Reed
Robinson
Rowell
Whitson,

and

_ -was taken up and read the second time by title.
i The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered · the
following amendment:
In Section 1, on page 1, line 26, strike "sativa"

Spicola
Stevens
Tillman, R. .J.
Tyrrell
Ward
Ware
West
Whitworth
Wilson
Wolfson
Wood
West

offered

Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted_
The Committee on Crime & Law Enforcement offered the
following amendment:
In Section 1, on page 1 lines 18 through 28, strike Section 1
and insert the following: Section 1. Chapter 398 is amended by
adding section 398.031 to read:
398.031. Any person not previously convicted of any viola
tion under Chapter 398 or Chapter 404, F., S., who shall be
convicted of possession of not more than four (4) grams of
Cannabis shall be punished by imprisonment for not less than
ten (10) days nor more than one (1) year in the county jail,
and may, in addition thereto, be fined not more than one
thousand dollars ($1,000.00).

the

In Section 4, on page 7, line 10, strike "knowing or having
reason to know that the design of such device renders it
primarily useful for the purpose of the surreptitious inter
ception of wire or oral communications;" and insert the
following: with the intention of renderinJ it primarily useful
for the purpose of the illegal interception of wire or oral
communications as specifically defined by this act;
Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.

Rowell
Spicola
Stevens

So the bill passed, as amended, and was ordered engrossed.

Mr. King moved the adoption of the amendment.

Dubbin
Earle
Firestone
Fleece
Fulford
Gautier
Gibson
Gillespie
Glisson
Graham
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath

Middlemas
Harris
Lewis
Nichols
Martinez, E. L. Pratt

Representatives Bevis, Hector and Reedy were recorded as
voting Yea.

In Section 11t on page 20 line 16, strike the period and
insert the following: and shall be effective until April 30, 1970.

Yeas-50

Savage
Lindsey
Sessums
MacKay
Martinez, J. M. SinJleton
Smith
Matthews
McNulty
Sweeny
Melvin
Tillman, J. K.
Tillman, R. J.
Miers
Tobiassen
Mixson
Tucker
Moudry
Turlington
Nease
Tyre
Ner�ard
Ogden
Tyrrell
Walker
Poorbaugh
Ward
Powell
Ware
Randell
West
Redman
Westberry
Reed
Reeves
Whitson
Register
Whitworth
Renick
Wilson
Roberts
Wolfson
Robinson
Wood
Rude
Woodward
Sackett
Yancey

Nays-12

Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the amendment which
was adopted by two-thirds vote.

Alvarez
Arnold
Baker
Baumgartner
Blackburn
Brannen
Clark, Dick
Clark, J. R.
Conway
Craig
Crider
Culbreath
Dixon

Dubbin
Earl
Firestone
Fleece
Fortune
Fulford
Gautier
Gibson
Gillespie
Glisson
Gorman
Graham
Grizzle
Gustafson
Hartnett
Heath
Hess
Hodes
Holloway
James
Jordan
Kershaw
King
Lancaster

·

Mr. Gautier moved the adoption of the amendment which
failed of adoption.
Representative Gautier offered the following amendment:
In the title, on page 1, line 11, strike "sativa".
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Department of Edu
cation and the Board of Archives and History shall cooperate to
the fullest extent with the Committee.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that should the collected
funds exceed the amount required for completion of the Valley
Forge project, the Committee shall use the remaining funds for
a similar Veteran's memorial on State land in the Capital City
of Tallahassee.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that upon completion of their
duties, the Committee shall render a detailed financial state
ment to the Legislative Auditor of the State of Florida.

closure of wire or oral communications or the manufacture
distribution or possession of wire or oral communication inter:
cepting devices by unauthorized persons and prescribing
cruninal penalties and confiscation of equipment therefor; pro
hibiting use as evidence of unauthorized intercepted wire or
oral communications; providing for authorization of inter
ception, disclosure and use as evidence of legally intercepted
w1re or oral communications; establishing procedure for such
interception; creating civil liability and specifyin� damages for
illegal use of wire tap or electronic listening device; providing
an effective date.

Was taken up and read the second time in full. On motion by
Senator Young SCR 502 was adopted and certified to the
House. The vote was: Yeas-48 Nays-None

The Committee on Judiciary offered the following amendment
which was moved by Senator Horne:

Mr. President
Askew
Bafalis
Barron
Barrow
Beaufort
Bell
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
Chiles
Daniel

Deeb
de la Parte
Ducker
Fincher
Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson
Hallahan
Home
Johnson

Karl
Knapke
Lane
McClain
Myers
Ott
Plante
Pope
Poston
Reuter
Saunders
Sayler

Scarborough
Shevin
Slade
Stolzenburg
Stone
Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Williams
Wilson
Young

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
SB 8-A bill to be entitled An act relating to drug abuse;
amending chapter 404, Florida Statutes, by adding section
404.045 authorizing the Florida Board of Health after notice and
hearing to desi�te nonprescription drugs that are subiect to
abuse and providiruf that drugs so designated shall thereafter be
dispensed only by ucensed phannacisfs or hospital employees
under specified conditions.
Was taken up with pending amendment, having been amended
and retained on second reading April 28.
Senator Scarborough offered
amendment which was adopted:

the

following

substitute

In Section 1(1), line 20 page 1, strike all ofsub-section (1) and
insert the following: (1) A fter due notice and public hearing, the
Florida State Board of Health maY. by rule designate any
·11onprescriJ!tion drug which has a simdar effect as drugs defined
in 404.01(1)(2)(3) as having a potential for abuse because of its
depressant or stimulant effect on the central nervous system or its
hallucinogenic effect.
• On motion by Senator Bafalis, the rules were waived and SB
8 as further amended was read the third time by title, passed
and ordered engrossed. The vote was: .
Yeas-33
Mr. President
Askew
Bafalis
Barrow
Beaufort
Bell
Boyd
Daniel
Deeb

In Section 9 line 15\ page 15, add words national or state
between words 1 'the" ana'
security"
Senator Shevin offered the following substitute amendment
which was adopted:
In Section 1, line 23, �age 1, strike everything beginning with
"Section I-Legislative Findings.-" and insert the following:
Section 1. Legislative findings...:..On the basis of its own investi
gations and of published studies, the legislature makes the
following findings:
(1) Wire communications are normally conducted through the
use of facilities which form part of an intrastate network. The
same facilities are used for interstate and intrastate communica
tions.
(2) In order to protect effectively the privacy of wire and
oral communications, to protect the integrity of court and
administrative proceedings, and to prevent the obstruction of
intrastate commerce, it is necessary for the legislature to define
the circumstances and conditions under which the interception
of wire and oral communications may be authorized, to pro
hibit any unauthorized interception of such communications
and the use of the contents thereof in evidence in courts an a
administrative proceedings.
(3) Orpnized criminals make extensive use of wire and oral
commumcations in their criminal activities. The interception of
such communications to obtain evidence of the commission of
crimes or to prevent their commission is an indispensable aid to
law enforcement and the administration of justice.
· (4) To safepard the privacy of innocent persons, the inter
ception of WJre or oral communications where none of the
parties to the communication has consented to the interception
ahould be allowed only when authorized by a court of compe
tent jurisdiction and should remain under the control end
supervision of the authorizing court. Interception of wire and
oral communications should further be limited to certain major
types of offenses and specific categories of crime with assurance
that the interception IS justified and that the information ob
tained thereby will not be misused.
. Section 2. Definitions.-As used in this chapter:

Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson
Hollahan
Home
Karl
Knopke

Lane
Myers
Ott
Poston
Saunders
Sayler
Scarborough
Shevin
Stolzenburg

Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Wilson
Young

Ducker
Plante

Reuter
Stone

Williams

Nays-7
Bishop
Broxson

Was taken up and read the second time by title.

Senators Johnson and Barrow were recorded as voting yea.
SECOND

READING

Consideration of SB 206 was deferred, the bill retaining its
place on the Calendar.
Senator Shevin requested unanimous consent to take up HB 2
out of order. Senator Karl objected.
SB 80-A bill to be entitled An act relating to wire tapping
and electronic surveillance; prohibiting interception and dis·

(1) "Wire communication" means any communication made
in whole or in part through the use of facilities for the trans
mission of communications by the aid of wire, cable, or other
like connection between the point of origin and the point of
reception furnished or operated by any person engaged as a
common carrier in providing or operating such facilities for the
transmission of intrastate, interstate or foreign communications;
(2) "Oral communication" means any oral communication
uttered by a person exhibitin, an expectation that such com
munication is not subject to interception under circumstances
justifying such expectation;
(3) "Intercept" means the aural acquisition of,the contents of
any wire or oral communication through the use of any elec
tronic, mechanical, or other device;
(4) "Electronic, mechanical, or other device" means any de
vice or apparatus which can be used to intercept a wire or oral
communication other than:
(a) Any telephone or telegraph instrument, equipment or
facility, or any component thereof furnished to the subscriber
or user by a communications common carrier in the ordinary
course of its business and being used by the subscriber or user
in the ordinary course of its business, or being used , by a
communications common carrier in the ordinary course of its
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business, or by an investigative or law enforcement officer in
the ordinary course of his duties;
(b) A hearing aid or similar device being used to correct
subnormal hearing to not better than normal;
(5) "Person" means any employee, or aJent of the state or
political subdivision thereof, and any individual, partnership,
association, joi'nt stock company, trust, or corporation;
(6) "Investigative or law enforcement officer" means an;,
ofncer of the state or political subdivision thereof who lS
empowered by law to conduct investigations of or to make
arrests for offenses enumerated in this chapter and any attorney
authorized by law to prosecute or participate in the prosecution
of such offenses;
(7) "Contents," when used with respect to any ·wire or oral
communication, includes any information concerning the iden
tity of the parties to such communication or the existence,
substance, purport, or meaning of that communication;
(8) "Judge of competent jurisdiction" means justice of the
supreme court, judge of a district court of appeal, circuit judge�
or judge of any court of record having felony jurisdiction ot ,
the state;
(9) "Aggrieved person" means a person who was a party to
any interce_pted wire or oral communication or a person against
whom the interception was directed.
Section 3. Interception and disclosure of wire or oral com•
munications prohibited.(1) Except as otherwise specifically provided in this chapta·
any person who:
.
:,

!

(a) Willfully intercepts, endeavors to intercept, or procuree
any other person· to intercept or endeavor to intercept, any
wire or oral communication;
(b) Willfully uses endeavors to use, or procures any other
person to use or endeavor to use any electronic, mechanical, or
other device to intercept any oral communication when:
1. Such device is affixed to, or otherwise transmits a signal
through, a wire, cable, or other like connection used in wire
communication; or
2. Such device transmits communications by radio, or inter
feres with the transmission of such communication;
(c) Willfully discloses, or endeavors to disclose, to any other
person the contents of any wire or oral communication, know
mg or having reason to know that the information was obtained
throuiih the interception of a wire or oral communication in
violation of·this subsection; or
(d) Willfully uses, or endeavors to use, the contents of any
wire or oral communication, knowing or having reason to know
that the information was obtained through the interception of a
wire or oral communication in violation of this subsection; shall
be fined not more than ten thousand dollars ($101000.00) or
imprisoned in the state penitentiary for not more tnan five (5)
years, or by both such fine and imprisonment, upon conviction
therefor.
(2) (a) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for an
operator of a switchboard, or an officer, emploree, or agent of
any communication common carrier, whose facihties are used in
the transmission of a wire communication, to intercept, dis
close, or use that communication in the normal course of his
�mployment while en1aged in any activity which is a necessary
incident to the rendition of his service or to the protection of
the rights or property of the carrier of such communication;
provided, that said communication common carriers shall not
utilize service observinJ or random monitoring except for me
chanical or service quahty control checks.
(b) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for an officer,
!!mployee, or agent of the federal communications commission,
m the normal course of his employment and in discharge of the
monitoring resronsibilities exercised by the commission in the
enforcement o chapter 5 of title 47 of the United States code,
to intercept a wire communication, or oral communication
transmitted by radio, or to disclose or use the information
thereby obtained.
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(c) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for a person
acting under color of law to intercept a wire or oral com
munication, where such person is a party to the communication
or one of the parties to the communication has given prior
consent to such interception.
(d) It shall not be unlawful under this chapter for a person
not acting under color of law to intercept a wire or oral
communication where such person is a party to the com
munication or where one of the parties to the communication
has given prior consent to such interception unless such com
munication is intercepted for the purpose of committing any
criminal act.
Section 4. Manufacture, distribution, possession, and advertis
ing of wire or oral communication intercepting devices prohibit
ed. ( 1) Except as otherwise specifically provided in this chapter,
any person who willfully:
(a) Sends through the mail, or sends or carries any electronic,
mechanical, or other device, with the' intention of rendering it
primarily useful for the purpose of the illel!al interception of
wire or oral, communications as specifically aefined by this act;
(b) Manufactures, assembles, possesses. or sells any electronic,
mechanical, or other device, with the intention of rendering it
primarily useful for the purpose of the illegal interception of
wire or oral communications as specifically defined by this act;
shall be fined not more than ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00)
or imprisoned in the state penitentiary not more than five (5)
years!. or by both such fine a�d imprisonment, upon conviction
··
theretor.
(2) It shall not be unlawful under this section for: •
(a) A communication common carrier or an officer, �ent or
employee of, or a person under contract with1 a communication
common carrier, in the normal course of tne communication
common carrier's business, or
(b) An officer agent, or employee of, or a person under
contract with, or bidaing upon contracts with, or 1n the course
of doint business with the United States, a state, or a political
subdivision thereof, in the normal course of the activities of the
United States, a state, or a political subdivision thereof1 to send
through the mail, send or carry in interstate or foreign com
merce, or manufacture, assemble, possess, or sell any electronic,
mechanical, or other device, knowing or havinl{ reason to know
that the design of such device renders it primarily useful for the
purpose of tne surreptitious interception of wire or oral com
munications.
Section 5. Confiscation of wire or oral communication inter
cepting devices.-Any electronic, mechanical, or other device
used, sent, carried, manufactured assembled, possessed or sold
in violation of this chapter may � seized and forfeited to the
state.
Section 6. Prohibition of use as evidence of intercepted wire
or oral communications.-Whenever any wire or oral communi
cation has been intercepted, no part of the contents of· such
communication and no evidence derived therefrom may be
received in evidence in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in
or before any court, grand jury, department, officer a1ency
regulatory body, le�islative committee, or other authority ol
the state, or a political subdivision thereof, if the disclosure of
that information would be in violation of this chapter.
Section 7. Authorization for interception of wire or oral
communications.-The Governor or Attorney General or, any
state attorney or any county solicitor, having jurisdiction to
prosecute felonies in their respective juri.sdictions, may autho
rize an application to a judge of competent jurisdiction for, and
such judge may grant in conformity with this chapter, an order
authorizing or approving the interception of wire or oral com
munications by the Florida bureau of law enforcement, or any
law enforcement agency of this state or any political suti
division thereof having responsibility for the investigation of the
offense as to which the application is made, when such inter
ception may provide or has provided evidence of the commis
sion of the offense of murder, kidnapping, gambling (when the
same is of an organized nature or carried on as a conspiracy in
violation of the laws of this state), robbery, burglary, grand
larceny, abortion, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic
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drugs -pr other dangerous drugs, or any conspiracy to commit
, any v10lation of the laws of this state relating to the crimes
specifically enumerated above.
Section 8. Authorization for disclosure and use of intercepted
wire or oral communications.(1) Any investigative or law enforcement officer who, by any
means authorizea by this chapter, has obtained knowledge of
the contents of any wire or oral communication, or evidence
derived therefrom, may disclose such contents to another inves
tigative or law enforcement officer to the extent that such
disclosure is appropriate to the proper performance of the
official duties of the officer making or receiving the disclosure.
(2) Any investigative or law enforcement officer whot by any
means authorized by this chapter, has obtained knowledge of
the contents of any wire or oral communication or evidence
derived therefrom may use such contents to the extent such use
is appropriate to the proper performance of his official duties.
(3) Any person who has received, by any means authorized
by this chapter, any information concerning a wire or oral
communication, or evidence derived therefrom intercepted in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter may disclose the
contents of that communication or such derivative evidence
while giving testimony under oath or affirmation in any crim
inal proceeding in any court of the state or in any grand jury
proceeding.
(4) No otherwise privileged wire or oral communication inter
cepted in accordance with, or in violation of, the provisions of
thJS chapter shall lose its privileged character.
(5) When an investigative or law enforcement officer, while
engaged in intercepting wire or oral communications in the
manner authorized herein, intercepts wire or oral communica
tions relating to offenses for which an order or authorization or
.approval could have been secured \)Ursuant to Section 7 of this
chapter, other than those specified m the order of authorization
or approval, the contents thereof, and evidence derived there
from may be disclosed or used as provided in subsections (
and {2) of this section. Such contents and any evidence derive
therefrom may be used under subsection (3) of this section
when authorized or approved by a judge of competent jurisdic
tion where such judge finds on subsequent application that the
-contents were otherwise intercepted in accordance with the
;provisions of this chapter. Such application shall be made as
.aoon as practicable.
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'.· Section 9. Procedure for ·interception of wire or oral com
�unications.(1) Each application for an order authorizing or approving the
interception of a wire or oral communication shall be made in
writing upon oath or affirmation to a judge of competent
:jurisdiction and shall state the applicant's authority to make
ftlUch application. Each application shall include the following
Jnformation:
(a) The identity of the investigative or law enforcement offi
-cer making the application, and the officer authorizing the
.application;
·(b) A full and complete statement of the facts and circum
<Stances relied upon by the applicant, to justify his belief that
an order should be issued1 includin, details as to the particular
<>ffense that has been, is oeing, or JS about to be committed, a
particular description of the nature and location of the facilities
from which, or the place where, the communications is to be
intercepted, a particular description of the type of communica
tions sought to be intercepted, the identity of the person, if
known, committing the offense and whose communications are
to be i_ntercepted;
(c) A full and complete statement as to whether or not other
investigative procedures have been tried and failed or why they
reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or to be
too dangerous;
(d} A statement of the period of time for which the inter
ception is required to be maintained. If the nature of the
investigation is such that the authorization for interception
.lhould not automatically terminate when the described type of
communication has been first obtained, a particular description
of facts establishing probable cause to believe that additional
.communications of the same type will occur thereafter;
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(e) A full and complete statement of the facts concerning all
previous applications known to the individual authorizing and
making the application, made to any jud�e for authorization to
intercept, or for approval of interceptions of, wire or oral
communications involving any of the same persons, facilities or
places specified in the application, and the action taken by the
Judge on each such application; and
(f) Where the application is for the extention of an order, a
statement setting forth the results thus far obtained from the
interception, or a reasonable explanation of the failure to ob
tain such results.
(2) The judge may require the applicant to furnish additional
�stimony or documentary evidence in support of the applica
t10n.
(3) Upon such application the judge may enter an ex parte
order, as requested or as modified, authorizing or approving
interception of wire or oral communications within the territo
rial jurJSdiction of the court in which the judge is sitting if the
judge determines on the basis of the facts submitted by the
applicant that:
(a) There is probable cause for belief that an individual is
committing, has committed, or is about to commit a particular
offense enumerated in section 7 of this chapter;
(b) There is probable cause for belief that particular com
munications concerning that offense will be otitained through
such interception;
(c) Normal investigative procedures have been tried and have
failed or reasonably appear to be unlikely to succeed if tried or
to be too dangerous;
(d) There is probable cause for belief that the facilities from
which, or the place where, the wire or oral communications are
to be intercepted are bein� used, or are about to be used, •in
connection with the commJSSion of such offense, or are leased
to, listed in the name of, or commonly used by such person.
(4) �ach order author�inlf or approvi�g the interception of
any wire or oral communication shall specify:
. (a) The identity of the person, if known, whose communica
tions are to be intercepted;
(b) The nature and location of the communications facilities
as to which, or the place where, authority to intercept is
granted;
{c) A particular description of the type of communication
sought to be intercepted, and a statement of the particular
-offense to which it relates;
(d) The identity of the agency authorized to intercept the
communications, and of the person authorizing the application;
and
(e) The period of time during which such interception is
authorized, including a statement as to whether or not the
interception shall .automatically terminate when the described
communication has been first obtained.
(5) No order entered under this section may authorize or
approve the interception of any wire or oral communication for
any period longer than is necessary to achieve the objective of
the authorization, nor in any event longer than thirty days.
Extensions of an order may be granted, but only upon applica
tion for an extension made in accordance with subsection (1)
of this section and the court making the findings required by
subsection (3) of this section. The period of extension shall be
no longer than the authorizing judge deems nec�ssary to achieve
the purposes for which it was granted and in no event for
longer than thirty days. Every order and extension thereof shall
contain a provision that the authorization to intercept shall be
executed as soon as practicable, shall be conducted in such a
way as to minimize the interception of communications not
otlierwise subject to interception under this chapter, and must
terminate upon attainment of the authorized objective, or in
any event in thirty days.
(6) Whenever an order authorizing interception is entered
pursuant to this chapter, the order may require reports to be
made to the judge who 1SSued the order showing what progress
has been made toward achievement of the authorized objective
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and the need for continued interception. Such reports shall be
made at such intervals as the judge may require.
(7) (a) The contents of any wire or oral communication
intercepted by any means authorized by this chapter shall\ if
possible be recorded on tape or wire or other comparaole
device. 'The recording of the contents of any wire or oral
communication under this su�section shall be kept in such way
as will protect the recording from editing or otfier alterations.
Immediately upon 'the expiration of the period of the order, or
extensions thereof, such recordings shall be made available to
the judge issuing such order and sealed under his directions.
Custody of the recordings shall be wherever the judge orders.
They shall not be destroyed except upon an order of the
issuing or denying judge and in any event shall be kept for ten
years. Duplicate recordings may be made for use or disclosure
pursuant to the provisions of subsection (7)(d) 1. and 2. of this
section for investigations. The presence of the seal provided for
by this subsection, or a satisfactory explanation for the absence
thereof, shall be a prerequisite for the use or disclosure of the
contents of any wire or oral communication or evidence derived
therefrom under subsection (3) of section 8 of this chapter.
(b) Applications made and orders granted under this chapter
shall be sealed by the judge. Custody of the applications and
orders shall be wherever tbe judge directs. Such applications
and orders shall be disclosed onfy upon a showing of good
cause before a judge of competent jur1Sdiction and shall not be
destroyed except on order of the issuing or denying judge, and
in any.,event shall be kept for ten years.
(c) Any violation of the provisions of this subsection may be
pumshed as contempt of the issuing or denying judge.
(d) Within a reasonable time but not later than ninety (90)
days after the termination of the period of an order or exten
sion thereof, the issuing or denying judge shall cause to be
served, on tne persons named in the order or the application,
and such other parties to intercepted communications as the
jud�e may determine in his discretion that is in the interest of
Justice, an inventory which shall include notice of:
1. The fact of the entry of the order or the application;
2. The date of the entry and the period of authorized,
approved or disapproved interception, or the denial of the
application; and
3. The fact that during the period wire or oral communica•
tions were or were not intercepted. The judge, upon the filing
of a motion, may in his discretion make available to such
. person or his counsel for inspection such portions of the inter
cepted communications, applications and orders as the judge
determines to be in the mterest of justice. On an ex parte
showing of good cause to a judtte of competent jurisdiction, the
serving of tbe inventory required by tliis subsection may be
postponed.
( 8) The contents of any intercepted wire or oral com�unic!l
tion or evidence derived therefrom shall not be received m
evidence or otherwise disclosed in any trial, hearing, or other
proceeding unless each party, not less than te� (10) d!lys before
the trial hearing or proceeding, has been furmshed with a copy
of the �ourt order, and acco�panying application, U[!der which
the interception was authonzed o� appr?ved. Th)!i ten-day
period may be waived by the judge if he fmds_ that 1t '!Vas not
�ssible to furnish the party with the above mformation ten
{ 1O) days before the trial, hearing, or procee<!ing an� _that the
party will not be prejudiced by the delay m recemng such
mformation.
(9) (a) Any aggrieved person in any trial, hearing, or proceed
ing in or before any court1 department, officer, agency, re
gulatory body, or other autnor!tY may move to su_ppr�ss the
contents of any intercepted wire or oral commumcation, or
evidence derived therefrom, on the grounds that:
1. The communication was unlawfully intercepted;
2. The order of authorization or approval under which it was
intercepted is insufficient on its face; or
3. The interception was not made in conformity with the
order of authorization or approval. S�ch motion shall be made
before the trial, hearing, or P.roceedmg unless there was no
opportunity to make such mot10n or the person was not aware
of the grounds of the motion. If the motion is granted, the
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contents of the intercepted wire or oral communication, or
evidence derived therefrom, shall be treated as having been
obtained in violation of this chapter. The judge, upon the filing
of such motion by the a�grieved person, may in his discretion
make available to the aggrieved person or his counsel for inspec
tion such portions of the intercepted communication or evi
dence derived therefrom as the judge determines to be in the
interests of justice.
(b) In addition to any other right to appeal, the state shall
have the right to appeal from an order �anting a motion to
suppress made under paragraph (a) of this subsection, or the
demal of an ap_plication for an order of approval, if the attor
ney shall certify to the judge or other official granting such
motion or denymg such application that the ap_peal is not taken
for purposes of delay. Such appeal shall be taken within thirty
(30) days after the date the order was entered and shall be
diligently prosecuted.
Section 10. Recovery of civil damages authorized.-Any
person whose wire or oral communication is intercepted, dis•
closed, or used in violation of this chapter shall have a civil
cause of action against any person who mtercepts, discloses, or
uses, or procures any other person to intercept, disclose, or use
such communications, and snail be entitled to recover from any
·
such person:
(1) Actual damages but not less than liquidated damages
computed at the rate of one hundred dollars ($100.00) a da)J
for each day of violation or one thousand dollars ($1,090.00),
whichever is higher;
(2) Punitive damages; and

(3) A reasonable attorney's fee· and· other litigation cos�
reasonably incurred.
A good faith reliance on a court order shall constitute a
complete defense to any civil or criminal action under the laws
of this state.
Section 11. If any provision of this act is held to be invalid
for any purpose; such holding shall not operate to effect the
remaining provisions of the act.
Section 12. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
On motion by Senator Shevin, HB 2, a companion measure to
SB 80 as amended, was substituted therefor.
HB 2-A bill to be entitled An act relating to wire tapping
and electronic surveillance; prohibiting interception and disclo
sure of wire or oral communications or the manufacture, distri
bution or possession of wire or oral communication intercepting
devices by unauthorized persons and prescribing criminal penaf•
ties and conf"ISCation of equipment tlierefor; prohibiting use as
evidence of unauthorized mfercepted wire or oral communica•
tions; providing for authorization of interception, disclosure and
use as evidence of legally intercepted wire or oral communica•
tions; establishing procedure for such interception; creating civil
liability and specifyinl{ damages for illegal use of wire tap or
electronic listening device; providing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Shevin, the rules were waived and HB
2 was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Judiciary offered the following amend
ment which was adopted on motion by Senator Shevin:
In Section 7, line 13, page 9, after the word "kidnapping,"
insert rape,
The Committee on Judiciary also offered the following
amendment which was adopted on motion by Senator Shevin:
In Section 7, line 16, page 9, after the words "grand lar
ceny," insert the following: prostitution, criminal usury,
The Committee on Judiciary also offered the following
amendment which was adopted on motion by Senator Shevin:
In Section 9(7)(a), line 23, page 15, strike "subsection
(7)(d)" and insert section 8
The Committee on Judiciary also offered the following
amendment which was moved by Senator Shevin:
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In Section 9, line 7, page 15, insert the following:
(7) Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, any
investigative or law enforcement officer, specially designated
and authorized by the commissioner of the Florida bureau of
law enforcement, state attorney or county solicitor acting in
their respective jurisdiction, who reasonably determines that:

(a) An emergency situation exists with respect to conspira
torial activities threatening the security interest or to conspira
torial activities characteristic of orgamzed crime that requires a
wire or oral communication to be intercepted before an order
authorizing such interception can with due diligence be ob
tained, and
(b) There are grounds upon which an order could be entered
under this chapter to authorize such interception, may intercept
such wire or oral communication if an application for an order
. approving the interception is made in accordance with this
section within forty-eight hours after the interception has oc
curred, or begins to occur. In the absence of an order, such
interception shall immediately terminate when the communica
tion sought is obtained or when the application for the order is
denied, whichever is earlier. In the event such application for
approval is denied, or in any other case where the interception
is terminated without an order having been issued, the contents
of any wire or oral communication intercepted shall be treated
as having been obtained in violation of this chapter, and an
inventory shall be served as provided for in subsection (8)(d) of
this sect10n on the person named in the application.
and renumber remaining subsections in section nine
On motion b Senator Plante the rules were waived and
consideration o 1 HB 2 as amended with pending amendment
was deferred until engrossed copies of the bill and pending
Senate amendments could be delivered to each Senator.
SB 490-A bill to be entitled An act relating to district school
systems, personnel; amending the introductory paragraph and
subsection (5) of section 230.23, Florida Statutes; deleting any
reference to school trustees in the ap�intment of personnel;
prescribing dead-lines for the school board to act on recommen•
dations for re-appointment of instructional personnel; making
editorial changes; amending the introductory paragraph and
J.)IU"IIJ!apbs (c) and (d) of ,aubsection (7) of section 230.33,
Tionda Statutes, requiring the auperintendent to submit nomi·
nations of instructional personnel directly to the school board·
prescn"bing dead-lines for nominations for re-appointment oi
Instructional personnel; deleting any reference to school trust
ees; making editorial changes; providing an effective date.
Was taken up and read the second time by title. On motion
by Senator Boyd, the rules were waived and SB 490 was read
the third time by title, passed and certified to the House. The
vote was:
I· Yeas-39
Mr. President
Askew
Bafalis
Barron
Beaufort
Bell
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
Chiles
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Daniel
Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson
Hollahan
Johnson
Lane
Myers

Ott
Plante
Pope
Poston
Reuter
Saunders
Sayler
Scarborough
Shevin
Slade

Stolzenburg
Stone
Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Williams
Wilson
Young

Nays-1
Ducker

to provide pesticides in violation of law may be withheld from
sale; providmg an effective date.
-was substituted for SB 115. On motions by Senator
Thomas, HB 299 was read the second time by title, the third
time by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote was:
Yeas-42 Nays-None
Mr. President
Askew
Bafalis
Barron
Beaufort
Bell
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
Chiles
Daniel

HB 299-A bill to be entitled An act relating to IK!SOCides;
amending subsection (1) of section 487.101, Florida Statutes,

Myers
Ott
Plante
Pope
Poston
Reuter
Saunders
Sayler
Scarborough
Shevin
Slade

Stolzenburg
Stone
Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Williams
Wilson
Young

Senator Barrow was recorded as voting yea.
SB 193-A bill to be entitled An act relating to tuberculosis
h!)SPitals; amending section 392.242 Florida Statutes, to 1>ro
vide that should the Southwest Florida Tuberculosis Hospital in
Tam�a cease to serve as a tuberculosis hospital, the last re•
mainmg state tuberculosis hospital in Florida shall be named
and designated the W. T. Edwards Tuberculosis Hospital; pro
viding an effective date.
Was taken up and read the second time by title. On motion
by Senator Pope, the rules were waived and SB 193 was read
the third time by title, passed and certified to the House. The
vote was: Yeas-40 Nays-None
Mr. President
Askew
Bafalis
Barron
Beaufort
Bell
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
Chiles

Daniel
de la Parte
Ducker
Fincher
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson
Hallahan
Johnson

Knopke
Lane
McClain
Myers
Ott
Plante
Pope
Poston
Reuter
Saunders

Shevin
Slade
Stolzenburg
Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Williams
Wilson
Young

Senator Barrow was recorded as voting yea.
SB 176-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Florida
insurance code; amending Section 626.0617 Florida Statutes by
adding a new ·subsection, prohibiting insurance companies from
requesting or charging additional premiums for automobile
liability or cancelling existing policies prior to a determination
of fault for an accident on• the part of the insured, or deter
mination of other circumstances that warrant an additional
premium charge or cancellation; providing an effective date.
Was taken up and read the second time by title.
The Committee on Insurance offered the following amend
ment which was adopted on motion by Senator Myers:
In Section 1 (3), lines 12-24, page �, strike the subsection
insert the following: (3) No insurer shau nnpose or request an
additional premi�m for automobile liabi�ity ansuranc� or refu!M!
to renew the pohcy, · solely because the insured was mvolved 1n
an automobile accident, unless the applicant's or insured's insur
er has incurred a loss under the insured's policy, other than
with respect to uninsured motorist coverage, arisinJ out of the
accident or unless the insurer's file shall contain sufficient
proof o"i fault, or other criteria, to justify the additional charge
or refusal to renew; an insurer which imposes and collects such
a surcharge shall, in conjunction with the notice of �remium
due, notify the named insured that he is entitled to reimburse
ment of such amount under the conditions listed below and
shall subsequently reimburse him, where the - named insured
demonstrates that the operator involved in the accident was:

Senator Barrow was recorded as voting yea.
SB 115 was taken up. On motion by Senator Thomas agreed
to by two-thirds vote, HB 299,_ a companion measure' to SB
115, was withdrawn from the \.iommittee on Health' Welfare'
and Institutions and-

Ducker
Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson
Hallahan
Johnson
Knopke
Lane
McClain

(c)
(d)

Lawfully parked; or
Reimbursed by, or on behalf of, a person re
sponsible for the accident or has judgment against
such person; or
Struck in the rear by another vehicle headed in the
same direction, and has not been convicted of a
moving traffic violation in connection with the acci
dent· or
Hit by a "hit-and-run" driver if the accident is
reported to the proper authorities with 24 hours; or

Senator Weissenborn withdrew the pending amendment.
Senator Wilson offered the following amendment which was
adopted:
In Section 1, line 2, page 2, add a new subsection
(3) Nothing in this section shall be considered as applying to
shenffs, deputy sheriffs, city or town. marsh3!s, police��n,
constables United States Marshals or their deputies; or off1c1al
guards of' state prisons or correctional systems who have been
so designated by the director of the institution.
Senator Wilson also offered the following amendment which
was adopted:
In title, line 9, page 1, after the word "misdemeanor;" insert
the following:
providing exceptions;
Senator Pope offered the following amendment which was
adopted:
Line 18, page 11 following "whoever" add except as otherwise
provided in this cnapter
On motion by Senator Shevin, CS for SB 43 as further
amended was read the third time by title, passed and ordered
engro&'!ed. The vote was: Yeas-41 Nays-None
Mr. President
Askew
Barrow
Beaufort
Bell
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
Chiles
Daniel
Deeb

de la Parte
Ducker
Fincher
Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Hollahan
Horne
Johnson
Knopke

Lane
Myers
Ott
Plante
Pope
Poston
Reuter
Saunders
Sayler
Scarborough
Shevin

Stolzenburg
Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Williams
Wilson
Young

Senator Henderson was recorded as voting yea.
BB 2-A bill to be entitled An act relating to wire tapping
and electronic surveillance; prohibiting interception and dis
closure of wire or oral communications or the manufacture,
distribution or possession of wire or oral communication inter·
cei,ting devices by unauthorized persons and prescribing crim·
inal penalties and confiscation of equiJ?ment tlierefor; prohibit•
ing use as evidence of unauthorized intercepted wire or oral
communications; providing for authorization of interception:
disclosure and use as evidence of legally intercepted wire or oral
communications; establishing procedure for such interception;
creating civil liability and specifying damages for illegal use of
wire tap or electronic listening device; providing an effective
date.
Was taken up with pending amendment, having been amended
April 29.
The pending amendment failed.
The Committee on Judiciary offered the following amend
ment which was adopted on motion by Senator Shevin:
In Section 1� line 19, page 19.,_ strike all of line 19 and insert
the following: oeptember 1, 196�.
Senator Myers offered the following amendment which was
adopted:
In Section 8, line 1� page 10, after "grand jury proceeding."
strike the period and iiisert the following: ", if such testimony
is otherwise admi ibl. '
On motion by �
Se tor Shevin, HB 2 as further amended was
read the third ti
y title, passed and certified to the House.
The vote was:
Yeas-41
Mr. President
Askew
Bafalis
Barron
Barrow

Beaufort
Bell
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
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Chiles
Deeb
de la Parte
Ducker
Fincher

Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson

Hallahan
Horne
Johnson
Karl
Knapke
Lane

Myers
Ott
Plante
Pope
Poston
Saunders

Sayler
Shevin
Stone
Thomas
Trask
Weber

Williams
Wilson
Young

Nays-1
Daniel
Senators Poston, Weissenborn, Scarborough and Reuter were
recorded as voting yea.
LOCAL BILLS ON SECOND READING
SB 514-A bill to be entitled An act relatin� to Citrus
County; empowering the board of county commissioners of
Citrus County to establish and enforce zoning regulations for all
territory in Citrus County that lies within one (1) mile of the
right-of-way of the Cross Florida BaiJe Canal and tributaries
thereto, except any part therof that lies within the municipal
limits of any incorporated municipality; empowering the board
to regulate and restrict height, number of stories and size of
buildings and other structures, the percentage of iot that may
be occupied, the size of yards courts, and other open spaces,
the density of population, and the location and use of build
ings, structures, and land and water for trade, industry, resi·
dence, agriculture, or other specific uses; empowering the board
to divide said territory into districts, and within such districts
to regulate and restrict the erection and construction, altera
tion, and repair, use of buildings and structures and land and
water; providing for the appointment of a zoning commission
and a board of adjustment; providing for the adoption of
building, plumbing, and electrical codes; providing remedies and
penalties for violation of this act or any order, resolution, or
regulation made under the authority conferred hereby; pro
viding an effective date.
Was taken up and read the second time by title. On motion
by Senator Karl the rules were waived and SB 514 was read the
third time by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote
was: Yeas-41 Nays-None
Mr. President
Bafalis
Barron
Barrow
Beaufort
Bishop
Boyd
Broxson
Daniel
Deeb
de la Parte

Ducker
Fincher
Friday
Gong
Gunter
Haverfield
Henderson
Hallahan
Horne
Johnson
Karl

Knapke
Lane
McClain
Ott
Plante
Pope
Saunders
Sayler
Scarborough
Shevin
Stolzenburg

Stone
Thomas
Trask
Weber
Weissenborn
Williams
Wilson
Young

SB 515-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Citrus
County, Florida; relating to law libraries, filing fees in the
Circuit, County Judge's and Small Claims Court in Citrus Coun·
ty, Florida, imposing additional filing fees in such courts and
appropriating same for a County Law Library setting the
amount of such additional filing fees, providing for the collec
tion of said additional filing fees; providing for said funds to be
used for the establishment and maintenance of a Count1. Law
Library; providing for the administration of said law library,
declaring the establishment · and maintenance of said library to
be a public need and a general county purpose; declaring the
purchase of law books and legal periodicals for placement in
said County Law Library to be a general county purpose;
providing that all property belonging to said library shall be
deemed to be held and used as a charitable public trust;
providing for payment of monies collected in c,itrus County,
pursuant to Chapter 63-604, Laws of l!'lorida, Acts of 1963,
mto said trust; providing for a Librarian; repealing all laws in
conflict herewith and providing an effective date.
Was taken up and read the second time by title. On motion
by Senator Karl, the rules were waived and SB 515 was read
the third time by title, passed and certified to the House. The
vote was: Yeas-41 Nays-None
Mr. President
Bafalis
Barron

Barrow
Beaufort
Bishop

Boyd
Broxson
Daniel

Deeb
de la Parte
Ducker
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MOTIONS RELATING TO COMMITTEE REFERENCE
On motion by Senator Barrow, the rules were waived and the
Committee on Commerce and Licensed Businesses was granted
an additional 6 legislative days for the consideration of Senate
Bills 463, 578, 574, 618, 623, 635, 636, 637, 640, 641, 642,
674 and 384.
On motion by Senator Hollahan, by two-thirds vote, SB 564
was withdrawn from the Committee on Governmental Organiza
tion.
On motion by Senator Hollahan, by two-thirds vote, SB 494
was withdrawn from the Committee on Governmental Organiza
tion and placed on the Calendar.
On motions by Senator Lane, by two-thirds vote, SB 455 was
withdrawn from the Committees on Rules and Calendar and
Commerce and Licensed Businesses and from the Senate.
On motion by Senator de la Parte, the rules were waived and
the Committee on Health, Welfare, and Institutions was �ranted
an additional 10 days for the consideration of Senate Bills 443
and 624.
On motion by Senator Friday, the rules were waived and the
Committee on Rules and Calendar was granted an additional 10
legislative days for the consideration of Senate Bills 750 and
786; HB 677.
On motion by Senator Chiles, by two-thirds vote, SB 838 was
withdrawn from the Committee on Ways and Means and placed
on the Calendar.
On motion by Senator Chiles..i. by two-thirds vote, Senate Bill
746 was withdrawn from the l,;ommittee
on Ways and Means.
On motion by Senator Hollahan the rules were waived and
the Committee on Governmental 6rganization was granted an
additional 5 legislative days for the consideration of all bills
now in the Committee.
On motions by Senator Poston, by two-thirds vote, SB 806
was withdrawn from the Committee on Education and from the
Senate.
On motions by Senator -Horne, by two-thirds vote, SB 850
was withdrawn from the Committee on Judiciary and from the
Senate.

closure of wire or oral communications or the manufacture,
distribution or possession of wire or oral communication inter
ceJ)ting devices by unauthorized persons and _prescribing crim
inal penalties and confiscation of equiI?ment therefor; prohibit•
ing use as evidence of unauthorized mtercepted wire or oral
communications; providing for authorization of interception1
disclosure and use as evidence of legally intercepted wire or ora.1
communications; establishing procedure for such interception;
creating civil liability and specifying damages for illegal use of
wire tap or electronic listening device; providing an effective
date.
-and has refused to concur in Senate amendment 1 which
reads as follows:
In Section 7, line 13, '?age 9, after the word "kidnapping,"
insert the following: "rape, '
-and requests the Senate to recede therefrom. In the event the
Senate refuses to recede, requests the President of the Senate to
appoint a Conference Committee to confer with a like Committee
to be appointed by the Speaker of the House to adjust the
differences on Senate amendment 1 to HB 2.
Respectfully,
ALLEN MORRIS
Clerk, House of Representatives
On motion by Senator Shevin, the Senate receded from the
Senate amendment to HB 2. The action of the Senate was
certified to the House.
The Honorable John E. Mathews, Jr.
President of the Senate

Sir:
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of
Representatives has passedBy Representative BlackburnHB 460-A bill to be entitled An act relating to death
benefits of firemen; amendin!.( section 112.191(1)(b), Florida
Statutes, relating to the defmition of the term "fireman";
amending section 112.191(2)(a), Florida Statutes, relating to
conditions for receiving death benefits; providing an effective
date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate therein.

On motions by Senator Henderson, by two-thirds vote, SB
269 was withdrawn from the Committee on Commerce and
Licensed Businesses and from the Senate.
MESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Honorable John E. Mathews, Jr.
President of the Senate

May 2, 1969

May 2, 1969

Respectfully,
ALLEN MORRIS
Clerk, House of Representatives
HB 460, contained in the above message �s read the first time
by title and referred to the Committee on ,.
ways and Means.
The Honorable John E. Mathews, Jr.
President of the Senate

May 2, 1969

Sir:

Sir:

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has adopted SCR 887.

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of
Representatives has passed, as amended-

RespectfullyJ.
ALLEN MO.ttRIS
Clerk, House of Representatives

By The Committee on Elections-

CS for HBs 113, 134, 139, 173, 187, and 192-A bill to be
entitled An act relating to elections; amending section
The concurrent resolution contained in the above message was 97.021(6), Florida Statutes, adding certain electors to definition
of "absent elector"; amending section 97.031(2), Florida Stat
ordered enrolled.
utes, changing the period within which a nonregistered elector
must execute an oath to vote in national elections; amending
The Honorable John E. Mathews, Jr.
May 2, 1969 section 97.051, Florida Statutes, conforming the oath of an
elector to the State Constitution; amending sections 101.62(3)
President of the Senate
and _10�.64(1), Florida Statutes, providing for a change in the
application for absentee elector's ballot and elector's certificate·
�Sir:
amending section 101.68(1), Florida Statutes, to require th.;
I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of board of county canvassers to reconcile the absentee ballots to
Representatives has concurred in Senate amendments 2, 3, 4 and be cqunt� with the absentee ballot applications, absentee
ball?tl& mailed and absentee ballots received as provided in
5 tosecti�,;h 101.�3, Florida Statutes; amending section 99.023(1)
and•(3), Floi:ida . Statutes 1 extending the time for write-in candi
dat'es_ to certify mformat1on
By Representative Gautierto the secretary of state; extending
�e time for the secretary of state to certify names to counties·
HB 2-A bill to be entitled An act relating to wire tapping amending section 97.0631 Florida Statutes to provide for noti:
and electronic surveillance; prohibiting interception and dis- fication of elections to se�cemen overseas by the supervisor of

ROLL CALL VOTE
vote on HB 2 - Wire Tapping

.... .
Aye

Name
Blackburn, Ed, Jr.
Dixon, R. Earl
Elmore, Henton D.
Firestone, George
Gautier, Jeff D.
Gibson, William L.
Lewis, Gerald
Martinez, Joseph M., Jr.
Tillman, Jim K.
Tobiassen, Tom
ward, C. Lavon
west, Roger
Whitworth, Lew
Wilson, Roger H.
Yancey, Quillian S.

vote taken on

February 3 1 1969 , 1969

Nay

•.
J.

2·

..

..

:A bill. to be cntitlcd

An act reiating to wire tapping and cldc

3
4

·tronic sur�oillan:c; prohibiting inter-

6

7

tribution or possession of_ wire or. or_al
communication intercepting devices by

8

unauthorized persons and prescribing

5·

,

·

9

�

.

.

ception and disclosure of wire or oral
communications or the manufacture, dis

criminal penalties and _confiscation of

10

equipment therefor; prohibiting use as

11

evidence of unauthorized intercepted wire

12

or oral communicati�ns; providing f�r

1 3,
14

l�

16

·17

·- ... 18
19

20
21
22

.23

24
25
26

27

28.

29
30

31

authorization of interception, disclosure

and use as evidence of legally intercepted
. wi:re or oral communications; establishing
procedure for such interception; creating
civil liability and specifying damages for

., __ ille_gal __use__ o�__'\'l�"f�- t�p or electronic·

listening device; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Florida:
Section 1.

Legislative findings.--On the basis

of its own.investigations ant of publish�d studies,

the legislature makes the follo\,·ing findi!1_is:
. (1)

Wire com:nunications arc norr.ially conduct

ed through the use of facilities which form part of
an intrastate network.

The sa!!lc facilities are us�d

for i:-:.tcrstate and intrastate comr.!,!llications.
(2)

In ordor to protect effectively the pri-.

vacy of wire and or3l coru:unications, to protect the
l

l

integrity of court and '"l,Jinistr;:.t,�vc proceedings,

3

merce, it is necessary for the legislature to define

2

and to prevent tho obstruction 0£ intrastate com
the circumstances and conditions under which tho

5
6

interception of wire and oral comnwnications may be

7

tion of such communications, and the use 0£ the con

8

tents thereof in evidence in courts and administra

9

tive proceedings.

.10
ll
. ).�.

l.3
14
15

16

authorized, to prohibit any unauthorized intercep

• (3)

Organized criminals make extensive use

of wire and oral cor.1munications in their criminal
activitie�.

The interception of such communications

to obtain evidence of t_he �omraission of crimes or to

prevent their commission is an indispensable aid to
law enforcement an� the administration of justice.
(4)

.

.

To safeguard the privacy of innocent per-

17

sons, _the interception of wire or oral communications

20

when authorized by a court of competent jurisdi.ction

18
19·
21

22

. 23

24

25

26

27.

where n�n:._?.f___th� p_�rties to t!ie com1:1unication has
consented to the interception should be allowed only

and should re�ain under the control and supervision
of the authorizing court.

oral communications �hould further be limited to
certain major types of offenses and specific cate
gories of crime with assurance 'th3t the interception
is justified ond that the information obtained there-

28

Scctipn 2.

30

(l)

29
31

Interce?tion of wire and

Definitions.--As used in this

"Wire cor.u:lunication" r.icans .:my cor.imuni

cation cadc in whole or in part through the use of
2

l

facilities for the tr.ips.::ission df. com1:iunications by

2

th� aid of wire, cable, or other like connection

3

between the point p£ origin and ·the point of reception

5·

carrier in providing or operating such facilities for

7
8

communications;

9

munication uttered by a person exhibiting an ·expecta

4
6

'10

ll
12
13.

the transmission of intrastate, interstate or foreign
(2)

"Oral communication" means any oral com

tion that·· such· c·ornmunication is. not �u�ject to

interception under circumstances justifying such
expectation;
(3)

"Intercept" means the ·aural.acquisition

14

of the contents of any �ire or oral communication

:· 1�.

�hrough th� use of.any electronic, mechanical, or

i6

other device;

18

means any device or apparatus which can be used to

17

19
20

21
22·

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30_
31

I·

furnished �r operated by any person.engaged as a io�mo)

(�)

"Electronic, mechanical. or other device"

intercept a wire or oral communication other than:
(a)

Any telephone or telegraph instrument,

equipment or facility, or any component thereof fur

nished to the subscriber or user by a communications
common carrier in the �rdinary course of its business

and being used by the subscriber or user in the

ordinary course of.its business, or being used by a
con:�.unico. tions coi::::io!1. c:irric1r in the ordinar-y course
of its business, or by an investigative or law en
forcc,:,e:-.t officer in the ordinary course of •his

c!ti"t.ics

.

(b)

A hearing aid or similar <levice b�ing

used to correct subnor��l hc�ring t� not better th�n
3

---------------�---....l
2
·3
4

5

6

nori:ial:
"Person,.' means any e::1�loyec, or agent o!
the state or political· subdivision thereof, and any
(5)

indi_viclual, partnership, association, joint stock
company, t_rust, or corporation;

'.'Investigative O! law enforcement officer"

(6)

n1eans any officer of the state or political s_ubdivi
8

.sion thereof who ·is empowered by law to conduct inves-

9

tigations of or to make arrests for offenses enurner·

· 10

.

.

a�ed in this chapter and any attorne� authorized by

l.l

law to prosecute or participate in the prosecution of

. 12

such offenses;
(7) ''Contents,�·when used with respect to any
.
wire or oral communication, includes any information

13
J.li

l�
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
2'l
23
29
30
31

.

.

concerning the iden�ity of the parties to s�ch corn-

munication or the existence, substance, purport, or
me�ning of that communication;

______(8) .. •.�udge of .. competent jlirisdiction" means

justice of the.supreme court, judge of a district

court of appeal, circuit judge, or judgi of any court
of general criminal jurisdiction o! the state;
(9)

"Aggrieve-d person" mean� a p_erson who was

a party to any intercepted wii:e or oral communication
or a person against whom the interception was
directed.
Section 3.

Interception and disclosure of

wire or o-:-al com::iunications prohibited.-(1)

Except as othcrKisc specifically provided

in thi� chapter any person who:

(n) �ill!ully intc=ccpts, end�avors to inter
cept, or procures any other person to intercept or
4.

1. :.

endeavor to intercept, any wir� or:oral comounication;
(b)

2

Willfully uses, en�eavors to use, or pro

cures any other person to us� or endeavor to usc,_any

3

elec�ronic, mechanical, or other device to intercept
any oral communication when:
.1.

Such device is affixed to, or otherwise

transmi:s a signal thro�gh,:a wire, cable, or other
like connection �sed in wire communication; or
2.

Such device trans�its communications by

radio, or interferes with the transmission of such
communication;

Wi�lfully disclos�s; or endeavors to
disclose, to. any' other _pcrso·n the co.itents of any
(c)

15

,.

·16
17

.18.
19
20
21

wire or oral communication, knowi�g or having reason

�o know that the information was obtained through the

interception of a wire or oral communication in
violation of this subsection; or
(d)

Willfully uses, or endeavors to use, the

contents of any wire or �ral communication, knowing

or having reason to kno� that the information was

pbtained through the interception of a wire or oral

22

communication in violation of this_subsection;

23

shall be fined not nore than ten thousand dollars

25

27
29
30
31

($10,000.00) or imprisoned in the state penitentiary

for not more than five (5) years, o� by both such
fine and im;,risoni.'.cnt, upon conviction therefor.
(2)

(a)

It shall not be unlawful under this

chapter for an operator of a switch�oard, or an

officer, cr:;;,loyce, or age!'l.t of o.ny co�:i.'.unicat:!.;:::1 com

.::on ca:-ric:-, whose f�c:!.lities :.::c used in the :�·:.=-.s
r.:iss::..:.:� of a ,-:ire co;:u.ilmicatio::-., to intercept,

s

l
2
3
4·
5
.. 6

·7
8
9

10

\.

disclose, or use that cocwunication in the normal

course of his em?loy1::cnt whi-le engagcu in any activi �y j
_
which is a necessary in.:-itlent to the rendition of his
service or to the protection of the rights or property

of the carrier of such communication; provided, that

said comr.1unicatio.1 co1mnon carriers shall not utilize

_ oni to1·ing except £01·
service observing· or random m
mechanical or service _quality con�rol checks.
(b)

It shall not be unlawful under this chap

ter for an officer, employee, or agent of the federal

ll

communications ·co:nmission, in the normal course of

. l3
14

responsibilities exerc�sed by the·cor.unission in the

16

oral communication transmitted by radio, or to dis

12

15
17

18

.

'

his employment and in discharge of the monitoring

enforcement of chapter ·s of title 47 of the United

States code, to intercept a wire communication, or
close·or use the infor�ation thereby obtained.
(c)

It shall not be unlawful under this chap-_

19

ter for a person acting unc!er color of law to inter

21

· is a party to the communication or one of the parties

20

22

23

2"-,

. 25

2s
27

29
30
31

I

cept a wire or oral ·communica:ion, where such person

to the com..1iunication :.as given prior consent to such

interception.
(d)

It shall.not be unlawful under this chap

ter for a person cot acting under color of law to

intercept a wire or oral co��unic�:ion where such per-•

son is a party :o the coi:ir.iunication or where one of

the parties to the comi::unic.:.:ion h.:is given prior con
sent to such intc1·ccption unless such communic,ation

is intcrcc,:cl for the p��posc of com�ittins .:iny

cri�inal or tortious act in vio:�tion of the laws of
6

l

.

this :-t�te or for the purpose o! c:ommitting any other

injurious act.

2

Section 4. • Manufacture, distrlbution, posses-

·3

.

intercepting devices prohibited.:·
(1) Except as otherwise specifically provided

5

6

in this chap:er, any person·who willfully:

7

·(a)

8

Sends through the mail, or sends or

carries any electronic, mechanical, or other device,

9

knowing or having reason to know ihat, t•ae design of

.. lO.

such device renders it primarily useful for the pur

ll ·.

pose of the surreptitious interception of wire or

12.

or.al cor.1munications i

13
. ,•

.

sion, and advertising of wire or oral con:munication

4

(b)

Manufactures, asser.:bles, possesses, or

14
15
16

sells any electronic, mechanical, o� other device,

18

pose of the surreptitious interception of wire or

knowing or having reason td know that the design of

· efi.tl for the pur
such device renc'!ers it primarily us

17

oral COI;!r.llln:.ca tions;

.19

..

.

20

shall be fined not more than ten thbusand dollars

22

not more than five.CS) years, or by both such fine

21

. 23
21�

25

($10,000.00) or imprisoned in the state penitentiary

.

and i:::prisonr..e:n:, up'on conviction therefor.

:

27

(a)

A cocmunicaticn

commo� carrier or an

offlccr, agent or cmploycu of, or a par•on unJcr con

trac: i-:ith, a co1::1:mnication

28 ..

31

It shall not be unlawful under this sec

tion for:

26

29
30

(2)

co1::non can·ier, in the

j nor�al course of t!lc .:o:!'.r.n.,:.ication
I b�:si·ncss ,. or
I

I

(b)

An

co:nmon carrier's

officer, agent, or c�ploycc or, or a
7

.I

�-------------------------------

-\. -+ --- ·

person under coctract with, the Un{ted States, a state

l

1

Ol" a political subdivision thereof:· in th� normal

..
course of tte activities of the United States, a state

2
3
4

or a political subtivision thereof, to send through

the mail, send or carry in interstate or foreign com-

5
6

. merce, or manufacture, asse::ible,_possess, or sell any

I electronic, mechanical, or o·ther device, knowing or_ ·

-7

]

.i

having reason to kno� that the design of such devi�e
I
purpose of the
.9 ... , ·renders it pri�ar�ly useful f?r�he
.
surreptitious·interception of wire' or oral communilO

8

11

12
·13

. lli
· ·15

16
17

_18

19
20

21

22
23

,,
2.,

27

28

29
30

31

,.

cations.

Section S.

Confisc&tion of wire or oral com

nu.!nication intercepti:ig devices. -- Any electronic,
mechanical, or other device used, sent, carried,

manufactured, assembled, possessed or sold in viola

tion of this chapter may be seized and forfeited to

the state.

----Section 6.

Prohibition of.use as evidence of

intercepted wire or oral cor.i::iunications.--Whenever

any wire or oral com�unic�tion has been intercepted,

.no part o: the contents of such communication and no

evide�ce derived therefrom r.iay be received in evidence

in any tri�l. hearicg, or otter proceeding in or before any cou��. grand jury, departcent, officer,

agency, rc�ulatory body, legislative co�::iittec, or

other authority of the state, or a political subdi

vision thereof, if the disclosure of that inforcation
woulc! be in viol�ition of this chapter.
Scct.io:1 7.

,\uthoriiation for i�t.:n::cr,tion of

wir� or oral co�m�nic�t��ns.-- The co��issioner of

the Florida bureau of law cnforccccnt, any st3tc

s

l

,.�

l

3tto�ncy or any county solicitor, i� their respective

3.
4

of co1::pctcnt jurisi.!ic-..:ion for; and such ju<lsc may

2

jurisdic�ious, litO.)" autho1·iic an a,>plic;Ltion to a judge
grant in conforraity with this chapter, an order

5
6

authorizing or approving the interception of wire or

8

state or any political subdivision thereof having

9

·responsibility for the inves�igation�f�he offense

7

. 10·

11
12

oral comnrunications by the Florida bureau of law en
forcement, or any law enforcement agency of this

--

. -

.

- - . _....

-·

as to which the application is made, when such .interception oay provide or has provided evidence of the
commission of the offense of murder, kidnapping,
0

gambling (when the same is of an organized nature or
carried o� as a conspiracy in violation of the laws
15

of this state), robbery, burglary, grand larceny,

16

abortion, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic

l'(

dntgs

18

or

other d ...:igc1·ous drugs, 01· other crime·

da�ger�us to_�jfc, limb or property, and punishable

19

by imprison.ment·in the state penitentiary for more

20

than one (1) year as designated in any applicable

21

state statute, or any co�spiracy to commit any vio

22

lation of the laws of this state.

�3

25

· 26
27
2p

29

30
31

Section S.

·,

Author'ization for disclosu·re and

use of intercepted wire or oral communications.-(!)

Any invcs:igative or law enforcement
officer who, by any rneacs authorized. by this chapter,
has obtEincd k�oKlcd�e of the con:ents 0£ any wire
or oral co:�u�ication, or evidence derived thercfro�,
Eay disclose such co�te�ts to another invcs:igativc
or la� cn!o�cc�cnt o�ficdr to the extent that such
g

...

1

of the offici:il

2

receiving the

obtained

has

priate to the proper performance of his official
·duties

9

12

by any means

a wire or oral cornmunicJtion, or evidence derived

ing

13 ..

therefrom intercepted �n accordance with the provi

�I
:: - I

. · 14
· ·15

.

.

that co·m:!'lunication

or

such

or

any grand jur y pro cee d ing.

20

or

�unicotion intercepted in accord ance w ith,
lose

23

its

officer,

II
!

oral com
or

in

this chapter shall

When an investigative

or

law enforcement

while engaged in intercepting wire or oral

coc�unicati o�s in the raan�cr auth orized herein,

intercepts wire o r oral co�munications relating to

of_fc.:ascs other than tho �:� s1H.:cl[i�J in the onl.!r or
a�th o ri�ation or appr ov�l, the cont�nts thereof, ant
evidence �crivcd t�� r cfrom, may be discl o sed

I as ?rov!dcd in subsections

I

any

privileged cha racter.

(S)

2L�

of

in

the state o r in

No othe�wise pr ivileged wire

-violation of, the provisi ons

22

of

of

evidence while

affirmation

crimiriai proceeding in any tourt
(4)

the contents

d erivative

g iving test imony under oath

:."(.

21

d isclose

sions of this chapt� r may

16

31

received,

au.thorized by this chapter, any information concern

11

30·

Any per son who has

(3)

.10

29

the contents of any wire

of

may use such c ontents to the extent such use is app ro

7
... 8

23

knowledie

or oral commun ication or evidence derived therefrom

·6

27

disclosure.

r who, by any �cans authorized by this chapte r,
office
.
.

5

26

or

of the officer making

(2) ·· Any investigative or law enfo rcement

3·
4

25

duties

tion.

�scd

(:) and (2) of this sec

s�ch contents end �ny evidence JorivcJ
10

or

\

l

th�rcfro� m3y be used under subsccJion (3) of this

2

section whep authorized or approved by a judge of
cor.i:,ctcnt. ju1;isc!iction where si.:ch judge finds on sub

3

4

5·
·6

9
:·10

11·
·12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
2"-,

25

26
�'l

28
29
30

.

intercepted in accordance wi�h the provisions of this
\

chapter.

.7
8

sequent application that ihe contents were otherwise
.

,

.

.

Such -application shall be made as soon as

practicable.
,.

Section 9.

Procedure for interc1:_ption of wire

or oral communications.-(1)

Each application for an o�der authorizing

or approving the interception of a wire or oral com
numication shall_ be made in w1·iting upon oath or
affirmation to a judgc of competent jurisdiction and
shall state the applicant's authority to make such
application.

Each application shall in�lude �he

following information:
· · ·ca)

The identity of the investigative or law

�nforceracnt officer making tte application, and the
officer a�thorizing the a?plication;
(b)

A full and cooplete statement of the facts

and circumstances relied upon by the applicant, to
justify his belief that an order should be issued,
including details as'to �he particular offense that
has been, is being, or is about to be committed, a

particular description of the nature and location of

the facilities fro::i w!1ich, or the pl:.:.::o wh-cre, the

co��u�ications is to.be in�erc��tcd, a_particular
<lcscr-i�:::.on_ o: the type o.: co:....::.:nic";!tions sousht to

be inte�ccpte<l, the identity of :�c person,· if �no�n,

_,_
";,'\

11

,...

-------.------'-------.---·-----d

.. 1

(c)

A full an<l co�plctc stutc�cnt as to wheth-

..

(d)

A statecent of �he period of time for

which the interception is required to be maintained.
If the nature of the investigation is such that the
authorization for interception should not automat"

9

ically terminate ,,hen the described type of communi

10

cation has been first obtained, a particular descrip

ll

tion of facts establishing probable cause to believe

12

that adclitional cor.1mi.::1.ications of the same type will

13

occur thereafter;

,

(c)

14
.. -:>�

°

19
20
21

· 22

23

· 24

25

2S
27

23

29
30

;; l

A full and cor.iplete statement of the facts

conccr�:�J all previous applications known to the

16
18

.I

.....,

unlikely to succeed if tr_ied or to· be too dangerous;

7
8

17

•

tried and fai:ed or why they ·reasonably appear t.:> _be

3

5
6

ZICI

er pr not other investigative procedures have been

2

4

.

int�vidual authoriz;ng ancl making the application,

I

r.!ade to any fudge for authorization to interce_pt, or
for approval of interceptions of, wire or oral com-

munications involving any of the sane persons,
· facilities or places specified in the application,
end· the action taken by the judge o� each such appli
cation; a:1.d
(f)

Whe�e the application is for the extention

of an order, a statement setting forth the results

thus far ootained fro:i:! t:·_;; interception, or a reaso,n

able expla�ation of the failure to obtain such. result�
the applicant to
The judge .�ay req�ire
.
furnish a2ditional tcst!�a�y or documcnt�ry evid�ncc
(3)

u,o� such &�plication the judge �ay en:cr
12

,....

r

�

'

auttorizing or ap�roving intcrceptio� of wire or oral
co1;:::tuaicatio11s within the. territorial jurisdiction of
the court in which the judge is sitting, if the judge

.3
4

determines oa the basis of the facts submitted by the

5
6

applicant that:
(a)

There is probable cause for belief that

an individual is com�ittin,g� has committed, or is

7
8

about to commit ·a parti'cular offense enumerated .in

9
10
11

section 7 of this chapte.r;
"(b)

There is probable cause for belief that

particular cor.!l!lunications concer�ing that offense

12

will be obtained throuih su�h interception;

13

(c)

14

Norhal investiiative procedures have been

tr!ed and have failed or reasonably appear to be un

15

likely to succeed if tried or to be too dangerous;

.16

(d)

l'l

There is probable cause for belief that

the facilities from which, or t!le place where, the

. :>.8

wire or oral cor.>.r.1uni.:.;.tions are to be intercepted are

19

being used, or are abou: t� be used, in connection

20

\d th the CO:?ir.dssion of such offense• or are leased to•

21

.listeci in the n��e of, or co�monly used by such

22

person.

23

(4)

Each order authorizing· or approving the

interce1ltion o= uny wire or ora.l co:amunication shall
specify:
:�)

27

29

..

The identity of the person, if kno�n.

whose co��unications arc to be !�tcrccptcd;
·1 ca:ions �acilitics as to w�ich, or t�� place where,
I
! �u�:-.ori. ty· �o intc�ce::J� is £,?"�.1.ted;
I

I

(c)

A particu:&r t�scri�tio� of the type of
13

r

1 .
2

3

5
6
7
8

9

· :10.

11
l�
13

co;:i,.:,:nJc.�t10:1 sousht ·,o b� intorce1)tcd, and a statement ot the particular o!fense to which it relates;
(dl

The id�ntity of the agency authorize� Lo

interce?t the coc�unications, and of the person
authorizing the application; and
(e)

The period of time during which such

interception is authorized, including a statement as
to whether or not the inter�eption shall automatically!
terminate '1-:hen the described· co�munication has been

first-obtained.
(S)

No order entered u�der this section may

authorize �r appiove the interception of any wire or
oral coi:munication for any.period longer than is neces

14
·1
5

sary to achieve the objective of the authorization,

17

for an extension made in accorclanc·e with subsection

16
18

nor i� any event." longer than thirty days.

Extensions

of an order may be granted,· but only upon application
(1) of this sectio� and the co�rt making the findings

1 9·

req1.iired by subsection (:5) of this sec�ion.

20

period of extension shall be no longer than the author

21
22

23
24
25

The

izing judge deems necessa=y to achieve the purposes
for which it was granted and in no eve�: for longer
than thirty days.

Every order and extension thereof

- shall contain a provision that the authorization to
intercept shall be exectucd as soon as practicible,
sh3ll be conJucted in such n �ay a• to minimize tho

inte:n:l:ption or com:aL1nications not othcn-1.i::c subj�.;t

29
30

31

l!pc_:1 attain::icnt of t::c .iuthori::cd objective, or in
any �vc�t in thirty d:y�.
14

l

is cntc1.·.d pursuc1.:.t to th:..s ch:.!.ptO:�• the . order may

2

requir� reports to be. m�1dc to the judge who issue;:d

3

the orclcr sr:.owing w!,o.t p::-ogrcss h.ns be-.:n made to·.-:arcl

4

.5
.6

.

achievenent of the authorized obj�ctive and the nc�d
for continued interception.

Such reports shall be

i;iade at such intervals as the juc!ge may require.

7
·8

this chapter, any investigative or law enforcement

10

corr.missioner ox" the Florida bureau of law enforce

9

ll

(7)

Notwithstanding:any other provision of

officer• specially des·ig�ate·d and autho-rized by the
ment, sta�e attorney or county solicitor acting in

12

their respective jurisdiction, who reasonably det�r

'-3

mines that:

14

·.15

16
17
18

1'9
20

21
22

23

21.:.

25

�s
27

23
25'

(a)

An emergency situation exists with respect

to co�spiratorial activities threatening the security
interest or to conspiratorial activities character
istic of organized cril:le that reo.uires a wire or. oral

cor.imunication to. be interce:Jted before an order

authorizing such interception can with due diligence
be obtained, and
.(b)

There are · grbunds upon which a� order

could be entered uncer this c�apter to authorize such

interception,

may intercept such wire or oral com:nu:.ication if an_
application for an order approving.the interception
is ma�c in-�ccortlance with this section within fortyeight hours a!ter the interception has occurred, or
begi:-.s �o occur.

In the absence of an o:·der, Sl!Ch

30

31
15

·1

2

I1or

the cv.:-n t �uch appl icu tion for 9p1·ov.il is dcnic<l,

in any other case where the interception is tor-

minatcd �ithout an order ha�i�g bee� issued, the con-

3

tcni:s of any \.'ire or oral co:n!i':unication

intercepted

shall be treated as having been o�tained in violation

5

. 6..

of this chapter. �nd an Inventory shall be served as

provided for in subsection (S)(d) of this section on

7

the person named in the application.

8

9

(8)

(a)

The.contents'of any wire or oral com

nwnic�tion iniercepted by any raeans a�thorized by this

·10

chapter shall, if possible, be recorded on tape or

ll

wire or other conparable device.

12

The recording of the

cor.t_ents of any wire or oral commun°icati6n under this
subsectio� shall be kept in such way as will protect

15

the recordin� from editing or other ilteratioris.

Immediately upon the expiration of the period of the

order,·or extensio�s thereof, such recordings shall
be cacle availa�lc.to the judge iss�ing such order

I

21

22

23

I

,issuing or denying judge and in any event shall be

kept for ten years: Duplicate recordings cay be made
for use or disclosure p�rsua�t to the provisions of

25

21
29

30
31

Custody of the

·recordin�s shall be �hcrcvar the judge orde�s. They
l
_shall not be
• destroyed except upon an order of the

,,
2-,•

26

and se&led under his directions.

subs:::ctio:i. (8) (d) 1. and 2. -oi this scctio::1. :for' in-

1 vcs:igatio::1.s.

I

:�c presence of'the seal pr�vidod for

by this s�bscction, or a satisfactory ex?lanation for
l
;th� �hsc�cc thereof, s�all bo a prerequisite for the
I
I

!use or disclosure o� the co::1.tonts of any �ire or or3l
!co·-····•�ic ... ��: ... ··· cvi<lc... c.... cerivoJ� thcrcfr.:::·.: ;,::-.<lcr
J

••••••to....,._

'-•--"-'••

._,,_

••

•V

1subscct!o� (3) of section S of t�is chapter.
!
16

(b)

l

this chupte1· sh�ill l:ic scaled b_y the judsc,

2

3

5

6

·7

.-s

. -4

9

10

ll

Applications made and orders srantc<l under
Custody

of the ,\pp"�icatiOl!:- and on�e1·s shall be wherever the

julge directs.

Such applications and orders shall be

disclosee pnly upon a showi�g-of good cause before a
l
judge c� competent jurisdiction and shall not be
'
destroyed except �n order of.the issuing or d�nying
judge, &nd in any event shall be kept �or ten years.

(c) Any violation of the provisipns of this
1
subsecti�n may he punished as conten�t of the issuing

or 4enying judge.
(d)

. 12

Within a reasonable time but not later

13

thin ninety (90) days ifter the filing of an applica

15

of this sectio:1 which
-· is denied .or the termination of
the period of an order or extension thereof, the issu

tion for an order of approval-under subsection (7)(b)

14

16
17

ing o� denying judge shall cause to be served, on the
\..
persons na2ed in the order or the application, and

18

lS)

20

21

22

23
25

25

27
29

such o:her parties to interce;ited cor.w:unications as

'the jud�e �ay determine in his discration that is in
l
the in:crcst of justice, an inventory which shall
1include notice of:
•

I

1.

The fact of the ent�y of the order or the

2.

The �ate of the entry and the period of

s;iplication�

jauthcrizcd, apuTovcd
or disan�roved
interceptio�, or
•
•

i

\the dcci&l of the application; and

I

The hct

durin� the pcrio� wire or

!oral co�□u�ications wa=� or �ere��: into�cc�ted.

!The j�<lic; �po� tho �iling o� � �o�ion, cay in his
I
:�isc�c:io� c�kc �v�ll&�lc to such pcrso= or his
17

·1

2

judge dotcnli�cs to �c i� th� into.est of ju�ticc ..

3

On an ex partc shewing of good cause �o a judge of

4

cocpotent j��!sdiction, the scrvini of the inventory.

5
6.

required by this ·subsection m�y be postponed.

7

oral co��unication or evidence derived therefrom

8

shall not be rcceivqd in evidence or othe-rwise dis·

9

closed in any trial, hearina, or other proceeding

·10

unless each party, not less than ten (10) days befo�e

l�

the trial, hearing, or proceeding, has been fur:.ished

12

with a copr of the court order, and acco�panying

13

application, under which the interception was author

lli

ized or approved.

15

16

17 .

18

19
20

21

22

23

2-,''

25

25

2?.
23.
2:i
..,,..
:>v

3i

The contents of �ny intercepted wire or

( 9)

This ten-day period may be waived

by the judge if he finds that it was not possible to

furcish the par=y with the above infora�tion ien (10)

_days before the tiial, hearina,�or proceeding and

lthat t;e party �ill not be prejudiced by the delay in
�eceiving sue� i�forcation.

I.

(10� (•)

Any aggcieveC ,,ason in ony trial,

jhearing, or proceeding in or �efore any court, depart·

·raec=, officer, agency, reg�latory body, or other
. aut�ority may �ove to supp�css the contents of any

, . ---,.. :? tc'
I inte·,..
.

ei

\•'·-.,,_
·:·"'

0r

o...
-•l
.

......... _ ... :.o n ,
C o�""'nic,...,.;

1ter1vea tnorcrro�, on :�a srcacds t�at:

lc�ptctl;
i

or evicencc

unlawfully inter-

1.

The

2.

T�o o���r of outhorization or ap?roval

;u��c� �hie� it ��s i�tcrcc�:eJ is !�j�ffici�nt b�
I

! its fo.cc; 01'

I

. !
. l
!

lS

------

.1

3.

1�e intcrc��tio� w�s not ma<le in confor�i;y

l with tho o=<l�r of 3Uthori:atio� or,a�prov&l.

S-:.1cl: 1::otjon shall bo n:adc bcfo:-c the trial, hco.l"ing,
,)

3

4

5 ..

6

'l

or pro:�liing unless thc=a was no op?ortunity to make

Il sucn:

I of the motion.

evide�ce derived tterefrom, shall be treated as hav
ing been obtained in violation of this chapter.

9

person, may in his discretion raake available �o the

·11

�ggrieved person-?r his counsel f�r inspection such

12

portions of the intercepted conn:iunication or evidence

13

derived therefrom as the jutge deteroines to be in the

14

interests of justic�.

15

(b)

l6

order gra��ing a cotion to SU?prcss m3de under para

18

22

23

. 2
4

25

In addition to any other right to appeal,

the state ihall �ave the right to ap?e&l from an

l'l

21

The

judge, upo� the filing of s�ch·aotion by-the aggrieved

.10

20

If the motion is g-:.·anted, the contents

of ·::le intercepted wire or oral co:mnunication, or

8

19

. person �as not aware o�.. tnc
- tne
. or
.
. grounas
motion

gra?h (a) of this subsection, or the d�nial of an

l•pplica:i•�

f•=

■: •••••.•f .,;•••••• if the att•rncy

• shall certify to the judge or other official. iranting
such motion or denying such a?p�ication that the

I

�ppeal is not taken for p�r�oses of delay.

Such

1
•
, 1 bc ta.-:e
ap,ca 1 s.ha__
.. irty (:i"O) o'ay"� aft"er
:: \\·1tn1n th"
•

' ·

t�e date the or�er was entered end shall be diligently

26

i prosecuted.

�e-

;i -•zed·. . w�osc wire or oral con�unication
,. pc-io�
.��y
.

21

29

30

31

I

Section 10.

accovery oi civil damages author-

j is i��orcc�ted, distloscd, or us�d in violation of

'; this ct�,:er shall �&vc a civil cause of ac:ion
! ��:.. i:--.s� o:�y �c:-.£=,:-:. ;,·ho
!

I
. ;

19

discloses, or

.

j

.

.

.

�

0----�,I�close, or use such com,.:u:,icatio:,:., \ir.d shall
be en

�

3

I U :,;� __o_� -}U.:O.Clll:ll5--�l!Y--O--.:;...,?"-pU-rS OR----ia<t-itt�rccp-t7-•cli1;•--

i

l:.

·5
6
1
6

titled to ;ccovor froc a�y such person:
-(l)

'

Actua: d��a,�5 but not less than_liqui-

d�ted <lai::a�es co!!lputed at the rate of one hundred
dollars ($100.00). a day for eacn day of violation or

I one thousand dollars ($1,000.00),

Q
,- 10

whichever is higher;

(2)

Punitive damaacs;· and

(3)

A rea�onable attorney's fee and other

litig:ition costs ·rcasoncbly incurred.-

li

A good f�ith reliance on a court order or on the pro

l:i

shall constitute� coraplete
defe�se
to . any �ivil. or
.
.
crininal action under t�e laws of this stete.

12

visions ci subsection (7) of section 9 of this chaptc.

14
15

Section 11.

16
17

18

19
20

!:
-r--------

Th�s act shall take effect

-I
I

21
22
23
2l�

25

,-

2o

27

28

29
30

32.
20

,,-

ROLL CALL VOTE

vote on

HB 2 - wire Tapping

Name

... .
Aye

Blackburn, Ed, Jr.
Dixon, R. Earl

Elmore, Henton D.
Firestone, George
Gautier, Jeff D.
Gibson, William L.
Lewis, Gerald
Martinez, Joseph M., Jr.
Tillman, Jim K.
Tobiassen, Tom
ward,

c. Lavon

west, Roger

Whitworth, Lew
Wilson, Roger H.
Yancey, Quillian

Vote taken on

s.

'---

February 3 1 1969 , 1969

Nay

..

1
2·

3·
4

5·

c;-

7

8

9

10
11

. 12
·. 13,
14·
l�.
16
·17

r

·.'

:A bill. to be entitled

An act reiatint to wire tapping and cldc-

:tronic sur�oillan;e; prohibiting inter·
ception and di;closure of wire or oral

communications or the manufacture, dis

tribution or possession of_ wire or _o�al
commu�ication intercepting devices by

. ·unauthorized persons and pr.escribing'
criminal penalties and �onfiscation of
e�uipment therefor; prohibit�ng use as

evidence of unauthorized intercepted wire
providing for
or oral communications;
.
.

authorization of interception, disclosure

and use as evidence of legally intercepted

. wire or oral communications; establishing

procedure for such interception; creating

civil liability and specifying damages for
....... 18 .... . . ...- _ . -�- _ il.le_gal _use__ of:_�� r.� t11p or electronic·
19

.'20
21
.22
.23
24
25
26
27
28.
29
30
31

listening device; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
Florida:

Section l.

Legislative findings.-·On the basis

of its own.investigations an� of published st..:dies,
the legislature makes the following findil!js:
.(l)

Wire communications are noroally conduct

ed thro1.1zh the use of facilities which form part of
an intrast�tc nct�ork.

The sa�o facilities are us�d

for ir.terstate and intrastate comm.mications.
(2)

In order to protect effectively the pri-.

vacy of wire and or�l com:unications, to protect the
l

_........._·-f'--

.

l

intes1·ity of court and adllinistr�t,ivc proceedings,
and to prevent the obstruction of intrastate com-

2

·3
4

111cr·cc, it is necess:iry for the legislature to define

5

inter- ception of wire and oral communications may be

the circumst�nces and conditions u;dcr which the

authorized, to prohibit any unauthorized intercep

6
7
8

tion of such communications, and the use of the con

9

tive proceedings.

tents thereof in evidence in courts and administra
• (3)

.. l.O.

of wire and oral coi:imunications in their criminal

11 ·.

activitie�.

l.�.

14

law enforcement and the administration of justice.
.
.
(4) To safeguard the privacy of innocent per-

15

16

sons, the interception of wire or oral communications

17

1s

The interception of such communications

of crimes or to
to obtain evidence of the
.
. corruaission
prevent their commission is· an indispensable aid to

l.3

18
-· -

_Organized criminals make extensive use

r

.-- ·· ·

when authorized by a court of competent jurisdiction

20

and should re�ain under the control and supervision

21

of the authorizing.court.

22

. 23

24

25

26

21.

28

29

where n?n?__�_f_Jh� p_�rties to the communication has
consented to the interce?tion should be allowed only

•

Interception of wire and

oral cor.i:�unications·�nould further be limited to

certain major types of offenses and specific cate-

gorics of crime with assurance ·th�t the interception

is justified �nd th�t the inform�tion obtained therelly wi�l not be 111lsuscJ.
Sccti.on

cha?tcr:

(1)

2.

D�finitions.--As used in this

"Wire coor.:unication" r.1cans �ny cor.m:uni

cation cadc in whole or in p3rt through the use of
2

----------------------+-------

l
2

3
4
5·
6

1
..
g
'lO ...
ll-

c,f.

comr.1unications by

th� aid of wire, cable, or other like c6nncction

bctwcc; the point pf origin and·the point of reception

furnished �r. operated by any person. engaged as a co�monf
carrier in providing or operating such facilities £or

. the transmission of intrastate, interstate or foreign
communications;
(2)

"Oral communication" means any oral com

munication uttered by a person exhibiting an expecta
tion that-such· COJ:tmUnicati�n i;.not �u�ject to

interception under circumstances justifying such

12

expectationi

14

of the contents of any wire or oral communication

13.

:-1�.

(3)

.

"Intercept" means the ·aural.acquisition
.

�hrough th� use of.any electronic� mechanical, or

i6

other device.;

18

means any device or apparatus which can be used to

. : . 17

19

20

(�)

"Electronic, mechanical_, or other device"

intercept a wire or or�l.comrnunication other than:
.

(a)

.

Any telephone or telegraph instrument,

21

equipment or f�cility, or any component thereof fur

23

common carrier in_ the-�rdinary course of its business

�2

nished to the subscriber or user by a communications

24·

and being used by the subscriber or user in the

26

con:r:,unico.tions coi::::ion carri<lr in the ordinar-y course

25

27

28

.

facilitics for the tra�s.::ission

29
30.

31

ordinary course of.its business, or being used by a

of its b�sincss, or by �n investigative or law cn
forcc�e�t officer in the ordinary course of bis

du\ics;

(b)

A hearin� �id or similar device b�ing

used to correct subnor�=l hc3ring t� not better th3n
3

------------l

.
"Person,., means anr. c:a�loyee, or agent o!
1:hi:: state �r p·olitical · s..ibdivision thereof, and any
(5)

2

·3

ind�vidual, partner�hip, association, joint stock

�

5
·. 6
·.7

.

.
·.

company, �rust, or corporation;

.

.8.

a�ed in this chapter and any attorncr. authorized by

lO,

law to prosecute or participate in the prosecution of

such offenses;

: 12

·. 13

-

....

. (7)

14

20

21
22
·23
24
25

25
21

23
29
30

31

means any officer of the state or political s�bdivi

to make a·rrests for .offenses. cnumerof -or
tigations
- ..
.

9

l.�.
l.6
17
.18
19

�•Investigative O! law enforcement officer"

.sion thereof who ·is empowered_ by law to conduct inves

11:

•.

(6)

"Contents,''·when used with respect to any

wire or oral communica�ion, includes any information

...

to s�ch comof the parties
_concerning the iden�ity
.
.
.

munication or the existence, substance, purport, or

me�ning of that communication;

_____(8) .. �.!.Judge of .. co�petent jl.irisdiction" means

justice of the.supreme court, judge of a district

court of appeal, circuit judge, or judge· of any court

of general criminal jurisdiction o! the state;

"Aggrieve4 person" n1ean� a P.erson who was
a party to any intercepted wi�c or oral communication
(9)

or a person against whom the inter�eption was
directed.

Section 3.

Interception and disclosure of

wire or oral comr.mnications prohibitcd.-(1)

Except as otherwise specifically provided

in thi� chapter any pcrso� who:

(n) Willfully intc=ccpts, endca�ors to inter

cept, or procures �ny other_p�rson to intercept or
4

I

-----·---,-�-------,------·

l -:.
2

�
i

cndeavo1· to intcrce�t, any wire or. oral com::u.mication;
(b)

Willfully uses, en·ceavo1·s to use, o:- pro•

cures any other person to us• or endeavor to use, ·any

3
4'

5·.
.6

:r.

eiec\ronic, mechanical, or other device to intercept
any oral .commu_nicatio·n ,-:hen:
.1.

Such deyice is affixed to, or otherwise

transmi�s a sigr.&l thro�gh,: a wire, cable, or other

: 8 -. · like connection _used in wire COJ!l.-&Unication; C?r
2. Such device transr:iits communications by
. 9.

radio, or in�erfcres with the transmission of such

· 10

communication;

.'l.l

(c)

: 12

?-3: ·_
11i

15

,.

·16
17

.. 18 ..
19
20
21
22
23

25

,.

20-

27

29
30

31

Wi�lfully discloses; or endeavors to

disclose, to any· other �erson the co�tents of ·any·

wire or oral communication, knowing or having reason

:to know that the information was obtained through the

ir.'terception of a wire or oral communication in
violation of this subsection; or
(d)

Willfully uses,-or endeavors to use, the

contents of any wire or �ral communication, knowing
or having reason to kno� that the information was

�btained through the interception of a wire or oral
communication in violation of this_subsection;

shall be fined not �ore than ten thousand dollars

($10,000.00) or �mprisoned in the state penitentiary.

for not more than five (S) years, o� by both such

-

fine and imprison�cnt, upon conviction therefor.
(2)

(a)

It shall not be unlawful under this

..

chapter fo� an operator of� switch�o3rd, or an

officer, -�mployce, or agent of any co��unicat!�n com

! :::on carric:-, whose f�cili ties ;.::� used i"n the -;:-:.�s-

1 ni::;s:.;:� of a ,-:ire coi:u;unic3tio:-., to intercept,

s

l

2

3

. Ji·

5 ,·
·. ·_6
·1
8
9

10
l.l
l.2

. l.3
· 1 4·

. l.5

16

disclose, or use that co::iu1unication in the normal
\

course of his e=p,loyaeot whi-le engaged in any activi�y 1
which is a ne�cssary incident.to the rendition of his
service or to tho protection of the rights or property

of the carrier of such communication; provided, that

said comrnunicatio� common carriers shall not utilize
.

.

.

se�vice observing-or �andom_monitoring except for

mechanical or service _quality control
checks.
.
.
(b) It s�all not be unlawful under this chap

ter for an officer, employee, or_ age�t of the federal

communications co�unission, in the normal course of
.
.
his employment and in discharge of the monitoring

responsibilities exerc�sed by the·commission in the
enforcement of chapter·s of title 47 of the United
StaJes code, to intercept a wire communication, or

oral communication transmitted by radio, or to dis

l7

close-or use the infor�ation thereby obtained.

19
20
2i

ter for a person acting under color of law to inter

· 18

22

23

. 25
21
28.
29
30 .
31

("c)

It shall not be unla.wful under this chap-_

cept a wire or oral· communica:::io�. where such person

· is a party to the communication or one of the parties
to the com."tl.unicat.ion has iiven prior consent to such
interception.
(d)

It shall.not be unlawful under this chsp

ter for a person r.ot acting under color of law to

intercept a wire or oral co::--:iunic:.--.:ion where such per·•
son is a party :o the co1:ir.iunication or where one of
the parties to the cotr.rn.:nic:.tion has sivcn prior

CO!\

scnt to such interception unless such commimic.at.ion
is int�rc��:ci for the p��po�c of com�i�tin� any
cri�inal

QT

tortious act in vio�:.tion of the laws of
6

this :.t:i.te

.

l

01·

in)urious act.

2

\. .

for the pi11·,>osc of d:ir.u:iitting any other

Section 4. • Manufacture, distrlbution. posses•

·3

sion. and advertising of wire or oral con:munication
.

.

4

.

intercepting devices prohibited.:·

5

(l)· Except as otherwise specifically provided

6

in this chap�er, any person·who willfully:

7

·(a)

8

Sends through the mail, or sends or

carries any electronic,
· mechanical, or other device,
.... ..... ·--

. ·.

. .
.. . 10.
ll ·.
:·1�.
13

· ·-·---- ---··--·· -· -- . -· -

knowing or having reason to know -th,a.t, dte design of

such device re�ders it primarily.useful ·for the pur·

pose of the surre?titious interception of wire or
or.al coC\Iilunications;

..... 14

(b)

Manufactures, asser.bles. possesses, or

sells any electronic, mechanical, or_ other device,

15
16
17

knowing or having reason to know that the design of

such device renders it primarily u·seful !or the p�r

pose of the surreptitious interception of•wirc or

18

oral co1:mun:.cations;

.19·

shall be fined not more than ten thousand dollars

20
22

($1 0 , 000 . 0 0) O! imprisoned in the state penitentiary
not more than five.(5) years, or by both such fine

25

(2) · It shall not be unlawful under this sec•
1
· tion for:

�l

. 23

and i:::.prisonr..e:1:t, up'on conviction therefor.

(a)

29
30
31

commo:1 carrier or an

officer. 3�cnt or employee of. or� person unJ�r con

27.

28 ..

A. comrnunicaticn

trac�

i-:ith,

a co:::minication co1::::1on. can·ier, in the

i nor:=:.i.l COll?"Se of the �om�u:.ication co�aon carrier's
I b�si-:.css •. or
I
(b) An officer. agent, or c��loycc of, or a

I

7

.I

-------+-----------------------------l

·.

.

�

�:::•1:::• :t::::!!!!�
· .....

person L!nder cor.tnlct with, the Unl;:ed States, a state
or a political subdivision thereof, i� th� normal

2
.

-----

course of tte activities of the United States, a state

..

or a politic�l subfivision thereof, to send through

4·

the mail, send or carry in interstate or foreign com- ..

5·..
6

mercc, or manufacture, assemble,_possess, or sell any

·7

electronic, mechanical, or o'thcr device, knowing or. ·

8

having reason to kno,, that the dcsiin of such device

· renders it prin�ar�ly useful f�r _"the purpose of the
...··... 9- ...
10

surreptitiou� · interception of· wire'

cations.

ll ,.
12

Section S.

13

J1tanufactured, assembled, possessed or sold in viola
tion of this chapter may be seized and forfeited to

17

the state.

_18

---Section 6.

19

any wire or oral communic�tion has been interceptec,

21

.no part o1 the contents of such communication and no

22

26

27

28

29

30

31

Prohibition of-use as evidence of

in�crce_pted wire or oral coo:lunications. - -l·!hencver

20

25

Confisc&tion of wire or oral com

mechanical, or other device used, sent, carried,

16

•1

ora'l cominuni

munication intercepting devices. - - Any ele·ctronic,

·. 14
· ·15

23
2''

OT

evidence derived therefrom may be received in evidence

in any trial, hearir.g, or ot}.er proceeding in or be-

I
I
I
I

I

fore any cou�;, grand jury, depart�ent, officer,

agency. re�ulatory bocy, lesislative com�ittee 1 or

other authority of the state, or a political subdi

vision thereof, if the disclosure of th3t inforc3tion
would be in.viol3tion of this ch3ptcr.

Scctio:1 7. Authori?ation fo1· i�t�rccpt ion of

·wir� or o:·.:l CO!:,m:nic:1t:..:ms.-- The cor.-.:.:ission.:n· of
the Flcri<la bureau of law cnforccccnt 1 �ny state

s

-&.-----+--------------

atto:·ncy or any county solicitor, i'fl their respective

l

jurisdictions, mar uuthoriie an 3pplication to a judse

2

of co1:1pctcnt jurisdic.:ion for; and such judge may

· 3.
4

grant in conformity with this chapter, an order

authorizing or approving the interception of wire or

5
6'

oral communications by the Florida bureau of law en.

.

forcement, or any law enforcement agency of this

7 -

.8

state or any political subdivision thereof having

- - . -·-

·_·· .·
. 9. ·:. -·

·responsibility for the investigatio�•of-the offense

ll

ception may provide or has provided evidence of the

· 10·.

.

- -·.. . -

.

..

as to which the application is made, when such .inter-

12

c·omm"ission of the offense of murder, kidnapping,

14

carried on as a consp iracy in violation of the laws·

. ·.·13

. an organized nature or
gambling (when the same is of

15

of this state), robbery, burglary, grand larceny,

16

abortion, bri_bery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic

17

drugs or other dz..:1gerous drugs, 01· other crime

18

.�a�iero_us to_J.j.f�,. limb or prope1·ty, and punishable
by imprisonment ·. i n the state pe�itentiary for more

19
20

than one (1) year as designated in any applicable

21

state statute, or any conspiracy to cogmit any vio

22

lation of the laws of this state.
Section S.

�3
21�

use of intercepted wire or oral communications.-

25

· 26
� 2
7

Author'ization for disclosu·rc and

(!)

Any investigative or law· enforcement

· I officer w::o, by any n1ear.s authorized 'by this chapter,
h�s obtEi�cd k:10Kledze of the contents o! any wire

2p

or oral cc:�,mu:-iication, or evidence c!e1·ivcd therefrom,

29

�ay disclose s�ch co�tents to another investigative

30

cir la� cc!c�cc�cnt offic•r to :he extent that such

31

g

i.

\

of the official duties of the officer ir,aking or

l

receiving the disclosure.

2

(2) ·· Any inyestigativc or law enforcement

3·

off_iccr who, by any r.:_cans authorized by th is chapter,

4

has obtained knowledie of the contents of any wire

5

or oral comcunication or evidence-derived therefrom

·6

may use such contents to the extent such use is appro

7

priate to the ?roper performance of his official
�1,1ties.

... 8.
9.
J.O

(3)

au.thorized by this chapter, any information concern

ll

ing a wire or oral communic�tion, or evidence derived

12

the!efro� intercepted �n accordance with the provi-.

.·• 13 ..

sions of this chapt9r may disclose the contents of

�I
. : - --1
. · 14
··15

.16.

that co11t.-nunication or such derivative evidence while
giving testimony under o&th or affirn1ation in_ any

'

criminal proceeding in any court of th e state or in

:.'(.

20

21

22

any _grand jury proceeding.
· (4) No otherwise privileged wire or oral come1unic:ition intercepted in accordance with, or in
•

lose its privileged character.
(S)

24

· 26
28·.

29
30·
31

I

-violation of, the provisions of th is chapter shall

23

25

Any person who has received, by any means

\'.'hen an inves.:igative or law enforceraent

officer, while engaged in intercepting wire or oral
cor.::;,.unicatior.s in the Jaan:icr authorized

h erein,

I intercepts wi:·c or oral co::m:unic:ition:s rciating to

·I
• I

I

of,ft:a:;cs other th:m tho;:� s1lcclficJ in the onl-.!l" of

a1.;1.thori;�tion or app1·ov::.l, 'the cont.'ents thereof, and

evidence �crivcd t�Jrefrom, may be disclosed or .�:scd

1 �s ?rov!tlcd in subsccti�n:s (l) and (2) of this sc�! tion. Such co�tcnts &nd �ny evidence JcrivcJ
I •

10

l
2
3

4

5

·6
.?

. 8 ,.
:9
·.:·10

. 11·
:12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

2"
-,

25

26

�-=-1
29

30
.._,'I
_,_

..

th�rc!ro� may be used under subsec�ion (3) of this
scc.:ion ,,he� authorized or ap;.,rovccl by a judge of

c.or.ipctent. ju,,-isdiction whe�c s.:ch judge finds or. sub-

• sequent application that �he contents were otherwise

intercepted in ac,cordance wi•�h the p_rovisions of this
chapter. Such �pplication shall be made ai soon as
.

practicable

Procedure for ix:iterc!ption of wire
or oral communications.-Section 9.
(1)

Each �ppl�cation for an o�der authorizing

or approving the interception of a wire or oral com
J!lUnication shall. be made in writing upon oath or

affirmation to a judge of competent jurisdiction and

shall state the applicant's authority to make such
application.

Each application shall in�lude

following information:
·, �a)

;h�

The identity of the investigative or law

•nforcemont officer makini the ap?lication, and the·

officer a�thorizing the a?plicafion;
(b)

A full and co�plete statement of the facts

and circumstances relied upon by the applicant, to

justify his belief that an order should be issued,

including details as'to the particular offense ;hat
has been, is being, or is about to be committed, a

particular description of the nature and location of
the fi!cilities fro;:i which, or the pl�::o wh·cre, the
cor.:r.:u!�ic�tions is to 'be in �erc.:-:ned, :i p:i rticul:ir

descri;;.tio� o[ the type o= co:.. :.;:.mic".?.tions sousht to

be inie�ccptctl, the identity of :�e pcrso�,-if kno�n,

..

11

-------------------r---.. l

(c)

A full nnJ coi:iplctc sttttcr.1cn_t as to whcth-

2 ..

er pr not other investigative procedures h�ve been

4

unlikely to succeed if t�ied or t� be too dangerous;

tried and fai:�d o= why they �easonably appear t�_bc

3

(d)

5 . ·•
6

A st&tecent of �he period of time for

which the interception is :required to be maintained.
1£ the nature of the investigation is such that the

1

authorization for interception should not automat�

·. 8

ically terminate \\'hen the c!esc:-ibed type of �ommuni_

9

cation hns been first obtained, a particular descrip

.10

tion of facts establishing probable cause to believe

ll

that additional cor.1mu::1ications of the same type will

12

13
14

occ.ur thereafter;

16

inl!vidual authoriz�ng and making the application,

(e)

concer�!ci all previous applications known to the

.. 15
l'(

l.8
19

. r.1ade to any j'ud�c for authorization to interce_pt, or

I for approval of interception� of, wire or oral com
munications involving any of the sane persons,

20

facilities or places specified in the application,

end·the action taken by the judge o� each such appli-

21

· 22

e:ation; and

23

(f)

·24

25

25

27

23

29

30

31

A full and compiete statement of the facts

Whe1:e the application is for the extention

of an order, a statement setting forth the results

thus fa1· obtained from_ t:. .:i intercel)tion, or a rcaso.n-

i able e�?!a�ation of the failure to obtain such.re�ult�
I

The judge _w�y r�q�ire the a?plicant to
furnish a�ditiopal test!=o�y or documc�tary evidenc�
(2)

the jud r, c r.1ay

c :· as r.\o di f i c cl,

l ..
�

I

;3

about to commit ·a partfcular offense enumerated .in

section. 7 of this chaptar;
"(b)

will be obtained through such in.terception;

12

·13

.16

being �scd, or are abou:· t� be used, in connection

lS)

with the co:?1::iissior. of such offense, or are leased to,

20

.listet in the n��e of, or conmonly used by such

. person.

r

24

a1

There is probable cause for belief that

wire or oral communications are to be intercepted are

. :t.8

30

(d)

the facilities f:-om which, or t!.e place where, the

17

29

Nori:tal investigative procedures have been

likely to succeed if tried or to be too·dangerou�j·

15

2E

(c)

tr�ed acd heve failed or reasonably appear to be un

14

27

There is p:-obable cause for belief tha�

particular coi:ununications concer�ing that offense

11

2S

The1·e is probable cause for belief that

an individual is committi�g; has committed, or is

lO

25

the court in which the judge is sitting, if the judge
(a)

1
8

23

cot:::maications within the. territorial jurisdiction of

applicant that:

5
6

22

aut�orizing or �p�roving intcrceptio� of wire or oral

dctc1·mines on the ba:.is of the facts sub�itted by the

4

21

\

l.

Each o�der authorizing· or approving the

interccp�io:-. o= any wire or ora.l co:nmunication shall

specify:

I whose

::)

The identity of the person, if known,

coc�unications arc to be ��tcrccptcd;

(b) - 'fhc :r.ature znd loc�tio_n of t:\e com::1uni-

· 1 cations ��cilitics as to ��ich, or t�� pla�� wh�rc,
I t?.U�?-.ori ty· -:o intc:rc�:lt is S,?·ant�d;
I

(c)

A p�rtic�l&r i�scri�tion of the type of
13

coi:1:::,micatio:1 sou�ht to be intercepted. and a state·

l .

mc�t of the p�rticular offense to �hich it relates;

2

3
•

(dl

The id�ntity of the agency authorizet to

intcrcc?t the coc�unications. and of the person
authorizing the application; and

5
6

(e)

The period of tin1e �uring which such

T

interception is authorized •.including a·statement as

9

terminate �hen the described communication has been

8

·: 10..

ll .'

to whether or not the inter�eption shall automatically/

'

first· obtained.
(5)

No·order entered under this section may

authorize �r approve the interception of any wire or

l�.
13

oral co�munication for any.period longer than is neccs

14

sary to achieve the obj.ectivc of the aut�orizetion,
nor i� any event.' longer than thirty days.

·15

Extensions

of an order may be granted,· but only upon application

.. 16
17

for an extension made in accordanc·e with subsection

18
19·

(l)

of this•sectio� and the coµrt making the findings

required by subsection (S) of t�is ,sec�ion.

The

20

period of extension sh�ll be no longer than the author

22

for which it was granted and in ·no eve:-.� for longer

21

23
25

izing judge deans nccessa�y to achieve the purposes

:I

than thirty days.

shsll contain a provision that the authorization to

shall be cxcctu�d as soon �s p�acticable.
I intercept
shall be conJuctcd in �uch � �ay os to ruinlruizc the

j

30
31

Every order and· extension thereof

ir.tc:ccl:11tion or com::1unic:1tion:; not othci-1-1h:c ::;ubji,..:t
I
I to inte:1·ce�tion ur.dcr thi::; c:1:l1>tc::- • r.nd r.il:::it to1·::1in:itc
•
jI l!pc_. :1_ atta1m:1cnt
of t::c nttthori:cd object.iv�, or :.n
.an)" e:vc:i t i:\ t.hil:ty dz)•·::;.
(6)

I •

is cntc1·-d pu1·�LU!:lt to th!.:; ch�pt��, the. order may

l

1·eq_uil·� repol·ts to bo. m;1do to the judge who issued

.2

the orclo1· showing ,-:h.it p::-vgrcss hn:; be"n 111ado to·..-a-;r<i

3

achievcoent of the authorized objJctive and the nc�d

�

for �ontinuod iriterception.

.5

·. 6

J.iacle at such intervals as the judge may require.

7

(7)

•... 8

. •.

Such reports shall be

Notvithstanding:any·other provision of

th�s chapter, any investigative or law enforcement

officer, specially designated and authoTized by the

9

co�missioner of�the Florida bureau of law enforce

10

me�t, sta 7e attorney or county solicitor acting in

ll

their respective jurisdiction, who reasonably det�r

12

mines that:

.13

14

(a)

·. 1 5

An emergency situat!.on exists with respect

to co�spiratorial activities threatening the security

.16
17

interest or to conspiratorial activities character

1'9

authorizing such interception can �ith due diligence

istic of organized crir:ie that requires a wire or. oral

.18

coomunication to. be intercepted before an order

21

,.

22

I

20

23

. be obtained, and

I

24

25

There are ·grounds upon which a� order
could be entered uncer this c�apter to authorize such
.(b)

:'

in_�ercept ion,
may intercept such wire or oral com.T.u�ication if an_
application for �n order approvins,the interceptio�

2s

j is

2a

I

30

1

31

; ca•io�
4�- !s cenicd, whichever is c�rlicr.
... o ¥-�'"'·
�- .. r�-....· ·he

27
25;

mate in-cccordence with this section within forty

j eisht hours after the interception has occurred, or
begi:-.s -::o occur.

In tho absence

o!

an order. such

intercc.,ticn stall ir.i::ieci�te!.j• tc:-:'.lin�tc ,�hen -::!1e
I co-·-····:·
... io=i.. so--··- · .•·· 's o�-·-in·•d or ,.,,'"� ·h-:.: ....... �,.:.�.--

j

I

.... • ...

7

15

,,. .••

.. ...

:tT>'
i� • .,__

·1

2
3

I

1.hc cv.:-n t

01·

i:_i,prov�l is dcnicc,l,

in :my other case wh�rc_ the interception is tor•

.

.

tents of any wire or oral ·co:n��nication intercepted

shall be treated as having bec_n o}?taincd in violation

5
6·.

of this chapter, �nd an 1nventory shall be served as

..

provided for in subsection (�)(d) of this section on

7

8

•'

-\---=---��--,

a�>p! ication !01·

min3tcd �ithout an order ha�i�g bee� issued, the con•

I

. lf

.·

�uch

the person named in the application.
(8) (a)

9

The.contents"of any wire or-oral com

n1unication 'in�er-�epted by any means �uthoriz.ed by this

. . -··· . . ·10
ll,

chapter shall, if po�sible, be recorded on tape or

12

wire or other coraparable device.

The _reco��Ung of the

13

cont_cnts of any 1-li�e or oral commun°ication under this

15

the recordin� from editing or other ilteratiois •

subsectio� shall be kept in such way as will protect

ll�

.
• ,.l6

17
18

In1mediately upon the expiration of the pcrivd of the

order,·or extensions �hereof, such recordings shall
be oade.availa�lc 'to the judge iss�ing such order

.and sc�led uncler his directions •. Custody of the

l·recordin�s shall be w�ercv�r the judge orde�s.

I
21

22

23

2-.-,,

25

30

31

They

_$hall no: be
• destroyed except upon an order of the
I
,issuing or denying judge and in any event shall be
kept for ten years.

Duplicate recordin1s oay be made

for use or disclosu�e p�rsua�t to the provisions of

l•ub c·t !l (S)(d) 1. and 2. •oi this sectio" foi in•
�� ��
:he prese�c� of·t�c seal provided for
ves�1s��1o�s.
1
I
by this Sl:bscction. or a sa�isfactory explanation fo�
l
i th-! �:>se::1cc ,thereof. s�all ba a p:-01·eo_l:isitc for th-3

lusc or disclosure of the co�tcnts of 3ny �ire or or3l
lco-·•,.,-;c .... :�., ··· cvidc"'c-. ce-::iv-,4 tho:·cfr.:::.: ..::::tlcr

.. "" of
...... -........ ... -- (3)
I1subscct!0�
!

..

section S of t�i� chapter.
V

16

(b)

l

this chapter sh:.111· oc scaled b_y tho judge. Custody
be wherever the
of the :.ipp-�ic�tio1�_:; .ind 01·tlc1·s shall
_
jud�e directs. Such applications and orders shall be

2

3
l!

5
. · 6:

·1

.-a

.. _ ..._ 9

Application::; ��do and Qrdors gr�ntcd undor
\

disclosed pnly upon a showing.of good cause before a

' judge ci competent jurisdiction and shall not be
1
destroyed except.on o!der of..the issuing or d�nying
I

judge, and in any event shall be kept -for ten years.
(c). Any violation of the provisipns of this

subsection may be punished as conteo�t·of the issuing

lO

or 4enying judge.

ll

(d) Within a reasonable time but not later

. 12.

i3

thin ninety (90) days ifter the filing of an applica

16

the period of an order o� extension thereof, the issu

tion for an order of approval-under subsection (7)(b)

14

of this section which
.. is denied .or the termi�ation of

15

ing o� dcnyin� judge shall cause to be served, on the
'-persons named in the order or the application, and

17 .

18

19
20

21
22
23

·
2"·

-.·

25

25
21

2e

29

30

31

1

such other parties to interce?tcd cor..1;:un:.cations as

the jud�c �ay determine in his discr�tion that is in

1 the interest of justice, an inventory whic� shall
linclude notice of:
l.

The fact of the entry of the order or the

a:;:>plicatior:.;

I
1authcrizcd,
2.

1'he ,fate of

and the period of

approved or disap?roved interce�tio�, or
I
lt�e dcn��l-�� the �pp�ica�!o�; and
.). 1-nc f�.ct t.nat aunni the period wire or
!or�! co�aunications we=� or �ere &�t inte=ce,t�d.

!The j�<lzc; �pon the !iling of� mo;ion, cay in his
i
itisc�c:ion c�ke �v�!l&�lo to such persc: or his
17

�

·1

1 !oc in>pOc t io,; s�c� portions of the intercept·

l _SC
-------+1-C-O_l.l_l

I

L

�,?rications �nd orlcrs �s the

2

3
4:
5

..6.
8
9
·10 .•.

jud�c dctcroinc� to �c in the interest of ju�ticc •.
On an ex parie shewing of iood cause �o a judge of

cocpctent ju�!sdiction, the serving of the inventory.
rcc.uircd by this ·subsection m�y be postpo�ed •
(9)

The contents of ;ny intercepted wire or

oral coi:i::mnication or evidence derived therefrom

shall not be receivQd in evidence or otherwise dis

closed in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding

ll.,,

unless each party, not less than ten (10) days before

13

with a copr of the court order, ant accom�anying

··
:a.2

ll�

15

the trial, hearing, or proceeding, has been furnished

l•applicition, under which the interception was author
by the judge if he finds that it was not poisible to

16

l"f.

18
19
20

- 21

22

23

This ten-day period may be waived

ized or approved.

furnish the pai·-::y with the above inforra;;�ion ten (10)

days before th� tfial, hearing,�or proceeding and
(that t�e party will not be prejudiced by the delay in
=eceiving such i�forgation.

I ..

C•l

(10�

A.sy aggrieveC p•cson in any trial,

jhearing, or proceeding in or �efore any co�rt, depart·

2"..,

·mer.�. officer, agencyt reg�latory body, or other
,
. aut!:.ori ty may ::1ovc to supp:-ess the contents of any

25

· I cer1vea tnc1·cn·o::t, on t.:e src;,,.r.ds t:-.at:

23

21.

jI int
rc pt c.• w . :-e or or:. 1 co::r.:unica.t
. on,
.
.
� : �
�
�
.
1.

23 ..
2:i

._,.
jV

31

The cor.::::unicatio:1 w.is unlawfully intc1·- _

2.

;uc�c� �hie� it ��s
I

!its fa.cc; 01·

.:

. !
• I
!

.

or evicence
..

JS

l
2

3.

l. ! \ .

"

1'he int.lirc.:pti o:� w:.s not r.wde i.n confol":.!i ;y

· ,·it¾ tho o:-��r of 3Uthori:�tio� or,��proval.

S·1c'· i::ot,ion shall be n:;!tle befo:-� the t1·ial, he:iring,

o� :ro��J�ing unless the�e was no Op?ortunity to make

sue� motion �r the person Kas not. aware of t�e grounds

f of the motion.

If the motion is g�anted, the contc�ts

of 0�he intercepted wire or oral c:ommuni�a�ion, or

evide�ce derived tr.erefr�m, shall be treated as hav

. 10·
0

11
12

13

ing been obtained in violatioil· of this chapter.

The

j·udge, �pon the filing of s-;..ch · i:iotion by- the aggrieved

. person, may in his discretion Qake ·available �o the
,
ii.ggrieved person• _or his counsel f�r inspection such·

.

portions of the intercepted coi:n:iunication or evidence
.

derived therefrom as the juege detercines to be in the

14

15

·interests of justic�.

17

the ·state s·hall :have the right to apped from· an

19

gra?h (a) of this subsection, or the denial of an

(b)

16

18

20

21

22

order gra=�ing a notion to. suppress made. under para-

'

f applica�io� fo� a: or�er .of ap�roval, if the attorney

I shall certify to the judge or 9ther official. granting
such motion or denying such a,pJication that the

23
. 2
4

. 2
5

26
27

In addition to any other right to appeal,

�ppcal is not tnkcn for p�r�oses of delay.

Such

a�pcal sha!l be ta�e� within thirty (SO) days after
the date the orter was entered end shall be diligently

i prosecu tcd.

Section 10.

I
I

2ccove:-y o� civil dsreages author-

fized.-- A.ny pc-r::;o:i w!-.oso wire or oral cor.i::iunication
i is ir:-:.:e:-ce:;,�ed, disclo::;c.i • or u:;;·�-1 in violation of
; this ct37:cr shall �ave a civil cau::;e of ac:ion

.

I

.

l :t�.::i:::>t a:!y p-=::-.:::.::. ;-.·ho !.::t�rc..!pts, disclo:.cs, or

l

I
.l

19

.

.

�
.
!
l1 �--o-� -1tr.0..c.w:�.s-..-.1!y-0�:;...,r.-pu-r�
e!\..--to-int"c-rccp�--di�-- -l-------

-=---,�close.
3

�-

·5

6

I

I

.

01·

9,

12

l�

14

1 5.

16-.
17
18
19

.

. .

I..

I

(3) A rea�on&ble attorney's fee and other
litig�tion cosis Tcasoncbly incu!r�d •

. A good faith reliance on a court order or on the pro·

visions oi subsection (7) of section 9 of this chapter.

I shall. constitute L -��r.11>lcte defe:1s� to. any c;ivil_ or
crioinal action under t�e laws of this state.
Section 11.

Th�s act shall take effect

immcdi�tcly upon �ccomini �aw.

21
22

23

2l�
25

,..

20

27

28

30

;

Punitive damages r and

�o

29

s:iall be en-

dai::a�es computed at the 1·ate of_ one hundred

(2)

..

ir:.d

dollars ($100.· 00) · a day for each day of violation or
one thousand dollars ($1·,000. 00), whichever is higher;

s

11·

i

titled to ;ccovcr fro� a�y such person:
· · (1) Actu�: d�::.a&.,as· but not less than liqui··

I d�tecl.

1

,· 10

u:.c such co::u.:u:1ic:.l�io:i.s,

.

3!

20

:\?, ,9'�",,..
·
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1·

1 '.
TO BE ·ENTITLED
2 AN ACT relating to wire tapping and elec- ·
3
tronic surveillance; prohibiting inter4
ception and disclosure of wire or oral
�
6 ' communications or the manufacture, dis:.
6 · tribution or possession of wire or oral
comm1mication intercepting devices by '
·78-.
unauthorized persons and prescribing.·
criminal penalties and confiscation of
9,,
10·
equipment therefor; prohibiting use as
11 -· �vidence of' unauthorized intercepted wire
' 12:;N or oral communications; providing for
13 ·
authorization of interception, disclosure.,
14and use as evidence of legally intercepted
wire or oral communications; establishing . ·
Iii·.
16 ' procedure for such interception; creating
civil liability and specifying damages for
17
illegal use of wire tap or electronic ·
, · 18
19 . listening device; providing an effective .
20
date

21 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of
22

Florida:

23
Section 1. Legislative findings.-On the bas�s
24 of its
investigations and of published studies,
·
25 the legislature makes the following findings:

own

"

26
27

Carton

(1) Wire communications are normally conducted through the use of facilities which form part of

id

�

·

iil!jc;:-

. PAGE 1

28 an intrastate network. The same facilities are used
29 for interstate and intrastate communications.
30 ·
(2) In order to protect effectively the pri31 vacy of wire and oral communications, to protect the

·PAGE 2

, · 10
1
. - 11
i2 .
. :13
14
.15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

,· _

integrity of court and administrative _proceedings,
and to prevent the obstruction. of. intrastate commerce, it. is necessary for the legi_slature to define
the circumstances and conditions under which the
interception of wire and oral communic�tions may be
authorized, to prohibit any unauthorized interception of such communications, and the use of the·contents thereof in evidence in courts and administra
tive proceedings.

1
2
3
4
5
·6
.7
8
·:9

(3) _ Organized criminals make extensive-use'
of wire and oral communications in their criminal ·
.activities. The interception of such communications ,..
to obtain evidence of the commission of crimes or to
prevent their c'ommission is an indispensable aid to
law enforcement and the administration of justice.

(4) To safeguard the privacy of innocent -per·sons, the interception of wire or oral communications ·
where none of the parties to the communication has . . i
consented to the interception should be allowed only
when authorized by' a court of competent jurisdiction . ·
and should remain under the control and_ �upervision
of the authoriiing court. Interception of wir.e and
' oral communications should further be limited t�
certain major types of offenses and specific cate-

<:

< \.

PAGE 2
25 gories -of crime with assurance that . the interception
26 is justified and that the information obtained there27 by will not be misused.
28
Section 2. Definitions:-As used in this
29- chapter:
30
(1)- "Wire communication" means any communi..
31 · catio.n made in whole or in part through the use of
PAGE 3.
··'
\ '.· ;: · facilities for the transmission of communications by· ,
2 .,.the· aid of wire, cable, or other like connection
. a-:' between the point of origin and the point of receptio�
4 · fur�shed or operated by any person engaged as a common.
5· carrier in pr�viding. or operating such facilities for
· 6 the transmission of intrastate, interstate or foreign
7 communications; ·
8
(2) "Oral communication"· means any oral com.9
10
it
12

munication uttered by a person exhibiting an expectation that such communication is not subject to
interception under circumstances justifying such
expectation;

13
(3) "Intercept" means the aural acquisition
14 of the contents of any wire or oral communication
15 through the use of any electronic, mechanical, or
16 other device;
17
(4) "Electronic, mechanical, or other device"
18 means any device or apparatus which can be used to .
19 intercept a wire or oral communications other than:

PAGE 3
20
(a) Any telephone or telegraph instrum�nt,
21 equipment or facility, or any component thereof fur22 nished to the subscriber or user by a communications
28 common carrier in the ordinary course of its business
24 and being µsed by the subscriber or user in the
25 ordinary course of its business, or being used by a
26 communications common carrier in the ordinary course
27 of its business, or by an investigative or law en28 forcement officer in the ordinary course of his
29 duties;
A hearing aid or similar device being
- 81 used to correct subnormal hearing to not better than
80

(b)

PAGE 4
1 normal;
·2
(5) "Person" means any employee, or agent of
3 the state or political subdivision thereof, and a�y ._
r4 individual, partnership, association, joint stock
5 company, trust, or corporation;
6

7
·8
9

10

11

12

(6) �'Investigative or law enforcement ()fficer"
means any officer of the state or political subdivision thereof who is empowered by law to conduct inves�
·tigations of or to make arrests for offenses �numer-. ·· _'. -, : {·
ated in this· chapter and any attorney authorized by · ...
law to prosecute or participate in the prosecution of
such offenses·;

13
(7) "Contents," when used with respect to any
14 wire or oral communication, includes any information
14 concerning the identity of the parties to such COJD

PAGE 4

-

16
17

munication or the e?[istence, substance, purport, or
meaning of that communication;

\
\

(8) "Judge of competent jurisdiction" means
18
19 justi.ce of the supreme court, judge of a district

Ir\··

20

court of appeal, circuit judge, or judge of any co�\

22

(9) . ''Aggrieved person" means a person who waa

21 �ra��l� 0£ tM

st.ate;_

23. a party to any intercepted wire or oral communication
25

·,

or a person against whom the interception was
directed.·

1

..

26
Section 3. Interception and disclosures of
,; ... ?1T wire or oral· communications prohibited.· (1) · Except as otherwise specifically provided
28
29' in this chapter any reason who :
·30
(a) Willfully intercepts, endeavors to inter-•
31 cept, or procu�es any other person to intercept or

PAGE 5
1 ·endeavor �o intercept, any wire or oral communication;
2
3

(b) Wilfully uses, endeavors to use, or procures any other person to use.or endeavor to use, any
4. electronic, mechanical, or other device to intercept
5 any oral communication when:

6
7
8
9

1. Such device is affixed to, or otherwise
transmits a signal through, a wire, cable, or other
like connection used in wire communication; or
2.

Such device transmits communications by

PAGE 5
10 radio, or interferes with the transmission of such
11 communication;
12
13
14
15
16
17

(c) Wi1Jful1y discloses, or endeavors to
disclose, to any other person the contents of any
wire or oral communication, knowing or having reason
to know that the information was obtained through the
interception of a wire ·or oral -communication in
violation of this subsection; or

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

(d) Willfully uses, or endeavprs to use, the
contents of any wire or oral communication, knowing
or having reason to know that the information was
obtained through the interception of a wire or oral
· communication in violation of this subsection;
shall be tined not more than ten thousand dollars
($10,000.00) or imprisoned in the state penitentiary
:for not more than five (5) years, ,or by both such
fine and imprisonment, _upon conviction therefor. ,_ ·

27
28
29
�O
31

. - (2) (a) .It shall not :t>e lawful under this
chapter for an operator of a switchboard, or an
officer, employee, or agent of any communication com
; mon carrier, whose ;facilities are used in the trans-.
missi<;>n of a �re communication, to intercept,

, PAGE 6
1
2
3
4
5
-6

disclose, or use that communication in the normal· ,) ·
course of his employment while engaged in .any activity
which is a necessary incident to the rendition of his
service or to the protection of the rights or property
of the carrier of such communication; provided, that
said communication common carriers shall not utilize

PAGE 6
7
8

service observing or/random monitoring except for
mechanical or service quality control checks.

9
10
11
12.
13
14
15
16
17

(b) It �hal) not be unlawful under this chap·ter for an officer, employee,' or agent of the federal
communications- commission, in the normal course of
his employment and in discharge of tli� monitoring
responsibilities e�ercised by the •commission in the
enforcement of chapter
5 of title 47 of the United
States code,. to .intercept a wire communication, or
oral communication transmitted by radio, or to. disclose or use the information thereby obtained.
' ,
(c) It shalf not be unlawful under this chap .,,.18 "'
-� 19· ter for .a person acting under color of law to inter-i
20 . cept a wire or oral communication, where such �rson
21 is a party to the· communication or one of the partie&,: ·
2a· to the communication has given prior. consent t� �uch
23 interceptioh.

.

'

24
25
26
27
2'8
29 ·
30
31

,/

•

,

I

,,
"

(d) · It sha11 not be unlawful under this chap-,
ter for a person not acting under_ color_ of law to
intercept a wire or oral communication where such person is a party to the _communication or �here one of
the. parties to the communication has given prior consent to such interception unless such communication
is intercepted for the purpose of committing any
criminal or tortious. act in . violation of the laws of

.

PAGE 7
1
2

this state or for the purpose of committing any other
injurious act.

PAGE 7
8
Section 4. . Manufacture, distribution, posses4 sion, and advertising ·of wire or oral communication
5 intercepting devices prohibited.Except as otherwise specifically provided
7 in this chapter, any person who willfully:

6
8
9

10
11
12
13

,

(1)

(a) Sends through the mail, or sends pr
carries any electronic, mechanical, or other device, '..
knowing or having reason to know that the design of
such device renders it. primarily useful for the purpose of the surreptitious interception of wire or
oral communications; _ ·

14
15
16
·17
18
19
, 20
21
22
23

(b) Manufactures, assembles, possesses, or
sells -any electronic, mechanical, or other device,
knowing or having reason to know that the design of .
such device renders it primarily us�ful for the purpose of the surreptitious interception of wire or
oral communications;
shall be fined not more than ten thousand dollars
·($10�000.00) or imprisoned in the ·state penitentiary
_not more than 1ive (5) years, or by both such fine
and imprisonment, upon conviction therefor.

24
25
,. ··26
27
28
29
30
_ -_31

(2) It shall not be unlawful under this sec-.
tion 'for:
(a} 'A communication common carrier or an
officer, agent or employ�e of, or a person under contract with, a communication common carrier, in the
normal course of the communication common carrier's
business, or

'•.
1 ,_.

·

(b) An officer, agent, or employee of. or a

PAGES
�
2
3
4
5
6
1
8
9
10
11

person under contract with, the Unite_(J_States, a state,
or a political subdivision thereof, in the normal
course of the activities of the United States, a state
or 1t, political subdivision thereof, to send through
the mail, send or carry in inter��ate or foreign commerce, or manufacture, assemble, possess, or self any
electronic,. mechanical, or other device, knowing or
having reason to know that the design of such device-:
renders it primarily useful for the purpose Qf the , , .
·surreptitious. interception ·of wire or oral communi- .,:
cations. - : · ·
'

.

12
Section 5.' Confiscation of wire or oral com- \
,,J:""' \
lo :munication intercepting devices.-Any electronic,
14 mechanical,' or other device used, sent, carried,.
15 manufactured, assembled, possessed or sold in violi-0-: .. �
, 16,1 tion of this chaptey may be seized and forfeited to·
11· the state.
-

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Section 6. Prohibition of use as evidence of
intercepted wire or oral communications.-Whenever
any wire or oral communication has been intercepted,
no part of the contents of such communication and no
evidence derived therefrom may be received in evidence
in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding in or before any court, grand jury, department, officer,
agency, regulatory body, legislative committee, or
other authority of the state, or a political subdivision thereof, if the disclosure of that information
would be in violation of this chapter.
I

29
Section 7. Authorization for interception of
30 wire or oral communications.-The. commissio� \

./

.?����

PAGE 8
31 --tbe<l2tcrid�___!>�_!.!.:'.U �ceme� any .sta-ie--::-

PAGE 9
1 attorney or any county solicitor, in their respective
2 jurisdictions, may authorize an application to a judge r
3 of competent jurisdiction for, and such judge may

4
5
6
7
8
9

---

10
11
12
13
14
,15
.16

17
.18
19
20

21

�2

grant in conformity with this chapter, an order
authorizing or approving the interception of wire or
oral communications by the Florida bureau of law en
forcement, or any law enforcement agency of this
state or any political subdivision thereof having
responsibility for the investigation of the offense
as to which the application is made, when such inter
ception may provide or has provided evidence of the _ .- ;;;}
commission of the offense of murder, kidnapping, ,
gambling (when _the same is of an organized nature or , '
-carried _on as a conspiracy in violation of the laws ,of this state), robbery, burglary, grand
larceny,
r
•
- abortion, bribery, extortion, or dealing in narcotic
drugs or other dangerous drugs, or other crime
-dangerous to life, limb or property, and punishable
by imprisonment in the' state penitentiary for' more
than one (1) year as designated,in any applicable
state statute, or any_ conspiracy to commit any violation of the laws of this state.-

28

Section 8. Authorization for disclosure and
\24 use of intercepted wire or oral communications.(I) Any investigative or law enforcement
25
26 officer who, , by any means authorized by this chapter,
27 has obtained knovrledge of the coiµents of any wire

<;i/�,

PAGE 9

28 or oral communication, or evidence derived therefrom,
29 may disclose such contents to another investigative
30 or law enforcement officer to the extent that such
31 disclosure is appropriate to the proper performance

PAGE 10

1 of, the official duties of the officer making or
2 receiving the .disclosurei ·

.3
(2)' Any investigative Ot' law enforcement .
:'. ·. -·,' 4 officer who, by a�y. means authorized by this chapter, · ' '
. 5 has obtained knowledge of the contents of any wire.
.
i .
or oral communication or. evidence derived therefrom1
I
7 may use such contents to the extent such use is appro, '8 · priate to the proper per!ormance· of his official
) .
· � duties. ·
. , .

,·"'s'

.

--.. ,

•

'

,·

'\

io
11

12
· 13

(

14

15
16

17

18
19

20
21
22
23

(3) . Any person who has received, by any means- , - authorized by this chapter, any information concerning a wire or oral communication, or evidence derived
· therefrom intercepted in accordance with the provi· sions of. this chapter may disclose the contents of
that communication or such derivative evidence while
giving testimony under oath or affirmation in any
criminal proceeding in any court of the· state or in.
any grand jury proceeding.
(4) No otherwise privileged. wire or oral communication intercepted in accordance with, or in
violation of, the provisions of this chapter shall
lose its �rivileged character.
(5)

When an investigative or law enforcement

•

PAGE 10

24
25
26
27
28
29
80
, 81

officer, while engaged in intercepting wire or oral
communications in the manner authorized herein,
intercepts wire or oral communications relating to
offenses other than those specified in the , order of
authorization or approval, the contents th�reof, and
evidence derived therefrom, may be disclosed or used
as provided in subsections (1) and (2) of this section. Such contents and any evidence derived
PAGE 11

1
2
3
4
6
6
7

therefrom may be used under subsection (3) of this
section when authorized or approved by a judge _of
'competent jurisdiction where such judge finds on subsequent application that___ the contents were otherwise
interc�pted in accordance with the provisions· of this
chapter. Such application shall be made as soon as
practicable.

8
Section 9. Procedure for i�terception of wire ·. ·
. � or oral communications.-.
.

· '10
· ·11
12
13 ·
14
15
16

-,

'

(1) Each application for an order authorizing
or -approving the interception of a wire or oral com- ,
munication shall be made in writing upon oath or
affirmation to a judge of competent jurisdiction and
shall state the applicant's authority to make such- •,
·1
application. Each application shall include the
following information: -

(a) The identity of the investigative or law
18 enforcement officer making the application, and the
19 officer authorizing the application;

...

PAGE 11
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

(b) . 'A full and complete statement of the facts.
and circumstances relied·upon by the applicant, to
justify his belief that an order should be issued,.
including details as to the particular offense .that
has been, is being, or is about to be com�itted, a
particular description of the nature and location of,
the facilities from which, or the place where,_ the
·
7
2 communications is to be intercepted, a particular · " ·
28 descriP,tion of the type of, communications sought to '
. 29 be intercepted, the identity of the person, if knownt
committin� the offense and whose communications: are
to, be intercepted;

so

si

PAGE

12

1
(c) A full and complete statement as to wheth- ·
Z er o� not other investigative procedures have been
3 trjed and failed or why they reasonably appear' to be·
4 unlikely to ·succeed if tried or to be too dangerous;
5
'(d) A statement of the period of tiriie for
6 which the interception· is required to be maintained.
7 If the nature of the investigation is such that the
8 authorization for interception should not automat9 ically terminate when the ·described type of communi10 cation has been first obtained, a particular descriP11 tion of �acts establishing probable cause to believe
12 that additional communfoations of the same type will
13 occur thereafter;
I

14

15

16

(e) A full and complete statement of the facts
concerning all previous applications known to the
individual authorizing and making the application,

.,

PAGE 12
17
18
19
20
21
22

made to any judge for authorization to intercept, or
for approval of interceptions of, wire or oral com
munications involving any of the same persons,
facilities or places specified in the application,
· and the action taken by the judge on each such appli
cation; and

(f) Wher� the application is for the extention
23
24 of an order, a statement setting forth the results
25 thus far obtained from the interception, or a reason
26 able explanation of the failure to obtain such results.

27
(2) The judge may require the applicant to
28 furnish additional testimony or documentary evidence
29 in support of the application.

80 ·. (3) Upon such application the judge may enter
31 an e:e parte order, as requested or as modified,
PAGE 13

'

,1 �uthorizing �r �pproving interception of . wire �r oral
·2 communications within the territorial jurisdiction of
? the court in which the judge is sitting, if the judge
'- 4 determines on the basis of the .facts submitted by the ·
'
5 applicant, that:

. '· · . 'ti
(a) There is probable. cause for belief that .. '.
an
individual is\ committing, has committed, or is
'1
8 about to commit a particular offense enumerated in
. ,· - ..-9 section 'l of this chapter;�--·
, ,: .

10
(b) There is 'probable cause for belief that
11 particular communications concerning that offense
12 ..will be obtained through such interception; (},.AQ._.

..

*-

,11
ir:
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1'5

(c) Normal investigative procedures have been
tried and have failed or reasonably appear to be un- ·
likely to succeed if tried or to be too dangerous;,

tJ--S-. .

16
(d) There is probable cause for belief that
17, · the facilities from which, or the place where, the
18 wire or oral communications are to be intercepted are ·
19· being used. or are about to be used, in connection
.:• ·
.
,
.
1
.
20-. with the-· commission of such offense, or are leased to,
21 , . listed in the :name of, or commonly used 'by such
22. person.
23"' •. (4)' Each order authorizing or approving the
- ,,... 24 . i�terception of any w1re or oral communication shall
,• ;·
25_ specify:
26
27

(a� The identity of the person, if l;cnown,
whose com�unications are to be intercepted;.

28
29
30

(b) · The natur� and location of the communior the place where,.'
cations facilities as to .which,
,
authority to, intercept is granted;

31

. ,

(c)

I

A particular description of the type of

1

PAGE 14
l
2

communication sought to be intercepted, and a statement of the particular offense to which it relates;

3
4
5

(d) The identity of the agency authorized to
intercept the communications, and of the person
authorizing the application; and

6
7

(e) The period of time during which such
interception is authorized, including a statement as

•.

1

PAGE 14
8 to whether or not the interception shall automatically
9 terminate when the described communication has been
10 first obtained.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
. '.�2:1
28
29
·s
9

31

(5) No order entered under this section may
authorize or approve the interception of any wire or
oral communication for any period longer than is necessary to achieve the objective of the authorization,
nor in any event longer than thirty days. Extensions
of an order may be granted, but only upon application
for an extension made in accordance with subsection
(1) of this section and the court making the :findings
required by subsection (3) of this section. The
period of extension shall be no longer than the authorizing judge deems necessary to achieve the purposes
for which it was gran�d and in no event for longer
than thirty days. Every order and extension thereof
shall contain a 'provision that the authorization to
intercept shall be exectued as soon as practicable,
.shall be conducted in such a way as to minimize the
interception of communications not otherwise subject
to interception under this chapter, and must terminate
µpon attainment of. the authorized objective,· or in
any event in thirty days. :
. (6)

Whenever an order authorizing interceptfon ·

, , PAGE 15
. • ·1
-2
3
4

is entered pursuant to this chapter, the order may
require reports to be made to the judge who issued
the order showing what progress has been made toward
achievement of the authorized objective and the need

PAGE 15

'

· i.

.· 5 for continued interception. Such reports shall be
6

made at such intervals as the judge may require.

�lf .. -

�/·, ·1 · (7) Notwithstanding aey other provision of
·\: 8 this chapter, any investigative or law enforcement
;:,:�- �, officer: s�ecially designate� �
·
.
_;· 10 ee1RDJLiS.ll�:ie:r--o1�'l8- lor1da bureau
ce-)Y°/.
;,�'(11!-� state a�o�e� Q� c?u�cy solicitor acti�g in ,
, ,·
'
·
their respective Jur1sd1�t1on, who reasonably deter·
'�
mines that:
r
,
I
- ' J: . -,"\ �.
(a) An emergency situation exis� with- respect
-�;:_ 1� to conspiratorial activities threatening the security
:c,} ·1� interest or to conspirator�al activities charaeter
l'l' istic of organized crime that requires a wire or oral
communication to be �ntercepted before an order
P;r 19 · authorizing such interception
can with
· due diligence
· ·
.
i!(1 20 be obtained, and

Jrl �
qr(�

. \-J� _

·k}�/
_:r,:t�t
"' ,..

'·l;/.'1� '.
i ,_;

·;-. ........

\

.

21 · (b) There are grounds upon which an order
�e:\ 2�·- could be entered under this chapter to authorize such
. -_-: 23 · interception,
).·_ 24 1 may intercept s�ch wire or oral communication if an
f 25 .. application for an order approving the interception
26 - is made in accordance with this section within forty27 eight hours after the interception has occurred, or
28 begins to occur. In absence of an order, such
· 29 interception shall immediately terminate when the .
80 communication sought is obtained or when the appli- _
81 cation for the order is denied, whichever is earlier.
'

,�
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In the event such application for approval is denied,

PAGE 16
2 or in any other case where the interception is ter
3 minated without an order having been issued, the con

4 tents of any wire or oral commuincation intercepted
5 shall be treated as having been obtained in violation
6 of this chapter, and an inventory shall he served as
7 provided for in subsection (8) (d) of this section on
8 the person named in the application.

(8) (a) The contents of any wire or oral com
10 munication intercepted by any means authorized by this
11 .chapter shall, if possible, be recorded on tape or
12 wire or other comparable device. The recording of the
13 contents of any wire or oral communication under this
14 subsection shall_ be kept in such way as will protect
15 the recording from editing or other alterations.
16 Immediately upon the expiration of the period of the
17 order, or extensions thereof, such recordings shall
· 18 be made available to, the judge issuing such order
_ •' 19 and sealed under his directions. Custody of the
, ,-20. recordings shall be· wherever the judge ord�rs. They .
·21 shall not .be destroyed except upon an order of the
22 _ is�uing or denying judge and in any event shall be
23 l_cept for ten years. Duplicate 'recordings may be made
24 for use or disclosure pursuant to the provisions of
25 subsection (8) (d) 1. and 2. of this section for in26. vestigations. The presence of the seal prorided for . · \
· 2 by this subsection, or_ a. satisfactory explanation for
7
: .28 the absence thereof, shall be a pr;erequisite for tlie
: 29 ' use or disclosure of the contents of any wire or oral
30 communication or evidence derived therefrom. under
Sl subsection (3) of section· 8 of this chapter.
9

I

PAGE l'l
1
2

3

4
5
6'

7·
8.

(b) Applications made and orders granted under
this chapter shall be sealed by the judge. Custody
of the applications and orders shall be wherever the
judge directs. Such applications and orders shall be
disclosed only upon a showing of good cause before a
judge of competent 'jurisdiction and shall not be
destroyed except on order of the issuing or 'denying., . ,
judge, and in any event shall be kept for ten years•.

,,. ' .. 9''
(c) Any violation of the provisions of this
r:. 10 subsection may be punished as contempt of the. issuing·... '
, ;-lL, or denying judge.
.,,

lZ.
(d) · Within a reasonable time but not l�ter·
13,... than ninety (90) days after the :filing of.an applica- · · .
14 tion for an 'order of approval under subsection' (7) (b).:. '. .
Hr of thi� section which is denied or the termination of · ..
16 the period of an order or extension thereof,. the issu-.. , · •
17 ing or denying judge shall cause to be served, on the :
18 persons named in the order or the application, and
'.). 19 such other parties to intercepted communications as
20 the judge may determine in-his -discretion that is· in
21 the interest of justice, an inventory which shall
22 include notice of:
, /

23

'

'

1. The fact of the entry of the order or the
24: application;·
I

25
2. The date of the entry and the period of
26 authorized, approved or disapproved interception, or
27 the denial of the application; and
3. The fact that during the period wire or
28
29 oral communications were or were not intercepted.
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30 The judge, upon the filing of a motion, may in his
31 discretion make available to such person or his
PAGE 18
1
2
3
4
5
6

-counsel for inspection such portions of the intercepted communications, applications and orders as the
judge determines to be in t4e interest of justice.
On an ex parte showing of good cause to a judge of
competent jurisdiction, the serving of the inventory
required by this subsection may be postponed.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

(9) The contents of any intercepted wire or
oral communication or evidence derived therefrom
shall not be received in evidence or otherwise disclosed in any trial, hearing, or other proceeding
unless each party, not less than ten (10) days before
. the trial, hearing, or proceeding, has been· furnished
·with a copy of the court order, and accompanying
application, under which the interception was author· ized or approved. This ten-day period may be waived
by the judge if he finds that it w:as not possible to
furnish the party with the above information ten (10)
' days before the trial, hearing,' or proceeding and
that the party will not be prejudiced by the delay in
receiving such information.

21
(10) (a)' . Any aggrieved person in any trial,
22 .hearing, or proceeding in or before any court, department, officer, agency, regulatory body, or other
\ 24
,authority may move to suppress the contents of any
,.
25 ..intercepted wire or· oral communication. or 'evidenc� : '.,,- f- �
26 derived therefrom, on the grounds that:
,�

/
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�
1. The communication was unlawfully inter28 cepted;
29
2. The order ·of authorization or approval
80 under which it was intercept�d is insufficient on
31 its face; or ·

PAGE 19'
1 -, 3. The interception was not lll8,de in conformity
a with the order of authorization or approval.
,,.,.,, . � Such motion shall be made before the trial, hearing, '
4 or proceeding unless there was no opportunity to make
5· such ·motion or the person was not aware of the grounds
6 of the motion. If the motion is granted, the contents ·
.7 of the intercepted wire or oral communication, � ·
8 evidence derived therefrom, shall be treated as hav9 ing been obtained in violation of this chapter. ' The
.
10 ,' judge, upan the filing of such motion by the
. aggrieved ·
11 person, may in his discretion make available to th�
12 aggrieved person or his counsel for inspection such
13 portions of the intercepted communication or evidence :
14 derived therefrom as the judge determines to be in the
15 interests of justice.
,

16

17
18

19

20
21
22
23

(b) In addition to any other right to appeal,
the state shall have the right tq apeal from an
order granting a motion to suppress made under paragraph (a) of this subsection, or the denial of an
application for an order of approval, if the attorney
shall certify to the judge or other official granting
such m_otion or denying such �pplication that the
appeal is not taken for purpases of delay. Such

PAGE 19
24 appe�l shall be taken within thirty (30) days after
25 the date the order was entered and shall be diligently
26 prosecuted.
27
Section 10. Recovery ,of civil damages author28 ized.-Any person whose wire or oral communication
29 is intercepted, disclosed, or used in violation of
30 this chapter shall have a civil c'ause of action
31 against any person w:ho intercepts, discloses, or ·
PAGE 20
1 uses, or procures any other person to intercept, dis2 close, or µse such communications, and shall be en3 titled to recover from any such person:
4
(1) Actual_ damages but not less tha� liqui5 dated damages computed
at the rate of one
hundred
•
'
.
i
6 dolars ($100.00) a day for each day of violation or
/1 . ·orie 'thousand dollars (fl,000.00), whichever is higher; '
8
9
10
' , 11
12

(2) 'Punitive _damages; and
·

(3) A reasonable attorney's fee and other
.•.
,
.1
litigation costs rea�onably h1curred.
A goo� faith reliance on a court order or on the pro- -•.'�{'
_
visions of subsection (7) of section 9 of this chapter .•.':
18 shall constitute a complete · defense to any civil or .
1
; ,1 :, 14: criminal action under the laws of this state.
15
Section 11. This act shall take ·effect
16 immediately upon becoming �aw.

,,

